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This research paper describes a cross assembler for the 
Motorola. 6800 assembly language which was written in Fortran to 
run on the Digital E:iuip:ment Corporation PDP 11/)4. 
The assembler provides an assembly listing on the CRT or 
Printer and. ~~ Object File. In addition, the assembler will 
check for errors during PASS 1 and also during PASS 2. 
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lliTROIJJCTION 
There are two ways to convert source code (Motorola 6800 
assembly mnemonic code) to machine language. One way is to hand 
assemble it using a manufacturer's programming manual. The 
second method is to use an assembler.1 Hand assembly is a time-
consuming and tedious task. In addition, hand assembly proVides 
no error checks. An assembler will provide object code quickly 
in addition to checking for errors. 
The assembler described in th:s report tra~slates source 
assembly language mnemonic statements and symbolic statements 
into machine la.11guage instruction for the M6800 assembly 
la."l.guage. 2 
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the assembler. The 
source file is defined by the user and is input to the assembler 
which outputs an object file and an assembly listing. 
The assembler is a two pass assembler. The first pass 
creates a symbol table by reading each line of code and deter-
mining if the line has a label and then determining the value 
for the label. In addition, the first pass must determine 
wnether the instruction is a 1, 2, or 3 byte instruction in 
order to increment the location counter appropriately. 
PASS 1 also provides an error check for the existence of 
the same label in sym'l?ol table for a previous instruction. In 
Select 









Fig. 1. M6800 Assembler block diagram 
2 
addition, it checks to . see if -the label meets the criteria for 
a label (i.e., first character is letter, only six alphanumeric 
characters long, and is not the single letter X, A, or B). 
PASS 1 is terminated when a..Tl D-ill order is encountered. 
The purpose of PASS 2 of the assembler is to convert the 
source language into HEX code. It does this by using the symbol 
table constructed in PASS 1 to convert the symbols to their 
H~.X value a.Tld the mnemonic table to convert the instructions. 
PASS 2 then evaluates the operand to determine its HEX value. 
'Ib do this, the source program is read a line at a time and 
many steps of PASS 1 repeated. PASS 2 creates two outputs an 
assembly listing and an object listing. PASS 2 performs error 
checking a..."ld errors are printed with the assembly listing. 
PASS 2 is also terminated when the END pseudo order is read. 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the organization 
o: an assembler for the Motorola M6800 assembly language. The 
assembler is written in Fortran to run on the PDP 11/)4. A 
user's guide is provided in Appendix A. 
CHAPI'ER I 
M6800 ASSEMBLER STRUCTURE 
Before the M6800 Assembler can be run, a source file must 
be created using the RT11 Editor. 
A sample file DK1sM68).ASS is provided in Appendix A. Once 
the M6800 Assembler is run it provides an assembly listing on 
the CRT or printer, whichever the user selects. It also creates 
an object file and places this file on the same disk system as 
the source file. The object file for DK1:M68).ASS would be 
DKltM683.0BJ . A sampl~ object file is provided in Appendix A. 
The M6800 Assembler was written in Fortran to run on the 
PDP1i/}4 . The progralll consists of a main program with 28 
subroutines. The main program and 28 subroutines were compiled 
separately using the NOVECTORS, NOLINENUMBERS, NOOPTIMIZE:SPD 
options of the RT11 Fortran compiler. These options decrease 
the run time speed of the program but allow the program to run 
using less memory. The object files were then linked together 
to form a save file called M6800.SAV. 
The assembler is a two pass assembler. The first pass 
analuzes each line of source code for a label. If it finds a 
valid label that is not already defined, it assigns it a value 
and stores it in the symbol table. PASS 1 must also keep track 
4 
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of the location counter; therefore, it has to cetermine if each 
instruction is a 1, 2, ·or 3 b:yi,e inst...."T""Uction &c'1d increment the 
location counter appropriately. 
PASS 2, in addition to keeping track of the location counter, 
also finds the HEX value for the onerator field ~~d the operand 
field. It evaluates each source line and outputs the equivalent 
assembly listing code and also supplies the object subroutine 
wiih inputs for the object file. 
To run the M6800 Assembler, simply type RUN M6800 after 
the RT11 period prompt. The program will be loaded into memory 
and will prompt the user to enter the logical unit number for 
the line printer or the CRT. This allows for the option of 
he. ·ing the assembly listing displayed on the CRT or printed on 
the line printer. The program then asks for the name of the 
source file. This is all done in the ~nai.n program. 
The operator field can contain one of the eight assembler 
directi es, or the operator field can have one of 197 possible 
~.EX values. The O"Perand is evaluated by searching the opcode 
table (table of mnemonics) for the appropriate HEX code. This 
is done by supplying a subroutine with a 5 byte variable called 
OPS. The first 3 bytes of OPS are the first three letters of 
the operand • . The fourth byte is the "A" for accumulator A or 
"'B•1 for accumulator B or "SPtl for no accumulator. The last 
byte contains a code for the mode of addressing. There are 
six m~des of addressing. These are listed below with the value 
input into the last byte of OPS. 
6 
"I'' = immediate "D'' = direct "N .. = index 
.. E .. ::: extended "H" = inherent "R •• = relative 
kD opcode table is provided in Appendix B. 
The opera-T'ld field can contain the following: 
1. Hexadecimal number 
2. Octal number 
3. Binary number 
4. Decimal number 
5~ ASCII literal character 
6. * indicating location counter 
In addition, the ~i6800 Assembler provides the following 
error checks: 
1 . Invalid opcode 
2. SYJilbol not found in symbol table 
3. ot valid symbol 
4. Invalid opcode, use of accumulator, or addressing mode 
5. Only character of ASCII character set allowed 
6, Branch out of bounds 
?. Operand field greater than 255 
8. Opera...11d field greater than 65535 
9· Operand not decimal nwnber 
10. Operand not octal number 
11. Opera."'ld not binary number 
12. Operand not HEX number 
1J. No operand · 
7 
14. Count greater than 255 
15. Address greater than FFFF 
16. Symbol already assigned value 
CHAPTER II 
M6800 ASSEMBLER CODING 
The M6800 Assembler consists of a main program and 28 
subroutines. The subroutines allow for a modular approach to 
development and ease in debugging. 
Labeled common was used, and a list of the variables and 
their definitions are provided below: 
HEXB: a 15 by 4 integer array used for HEX to binary conversion. 






a 100 by 4 byte array to store addresses for symbol 
table. 
a 100 by 6 byte array to store names of symbols for 
SY1lJDOl table. 
a 4 byte array to store ~..EX value to location collilter. 
real number used to store decimal value of location 
cotmter. 
IFLAGs used as flag in search subroutine to determine if 
symbol table needs to be alphabetized before a search. 
OPTAB: a 197 by 5 byte array contains opcode table sho;m in 
Appendix B. 
OPHEX: a 197 by 2 byte array contains the HEX value for the 
corresponding opcode as depicted in Appendix B. 
OBJF: a 42 byte array stores one line of object code. 
NEND: Flag for end of source listing. 
NSTART: Flag for start of source listing. 
8 
9 
NORG: Fl~ for call from origin subroutine. 
KUMBER: a real number used to sum object HEX values for error 
check, 
NSIDBJ: keeos track of length of line of object file, 
ERRORs array contains list of errors. 
NERR: contains number of errors found. 
K'iRI: logical unit number for writing assembly listing, either 
to CR.T or :printer, 
A description of the main program and the 28 subroutines 
is provided below. 
J-16800 Assembler Main Program 
Figure 2 provides a block diagram for the main program, 
The main rogram first prompts for the logical unit number for 
the line printer or CRT. It then prompts for the file name for 
.. 
the source file, and then it creates the name for the object file. 
Afte_ opening the source file, it reads the first record and 
c2lls subroutine PASS1. After the complete source file has been 
read and PASS1 has created a symbol table, the source file is 
closed. If there were no errors in PASS1, the source file is 
open again and PASS2 subroutine is called. Opening and closing 
the source file performs the same function as rewinding the file. 
The PASS2 suqroutine provides an assembly listing of the source 
file on either the line printer or CRT a..T'ld provides an object 
file on the same disk system that the source file is on. PASS1 
passes the variable M to the main program, which is then passed 
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Fig. 2. M6800 Assembler main block diagram 
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11 
symbol table plus one • . 
After the complet~ source file has gone through PASS2, and 
if there are no errors, OBJEC is called to write the last line 
of the object file to the disk. Then SCHSYM subroutine is called 
to alphabetize the symbol table, if this hasn't been done already. 
Next, the PSYMT subroutine is called to print the symbol table. 
Tne main program then informs the user where the object file can 
be found. If there are errors in either PASS1 or PASS2, the 
ERRORS subroutine is called a-11d prints out a list of the errors 
for the line of the source code that created the error condition. 
If errors are found in the first PASS, the program will stop 
right after PASS1 has been completed for the entire source file. 
Before the program stops, the source file a.Dd object file are 
closed. 
PASS1 
PASSl first checks for no label. This is done by checking 
for two spaces or a TAB in the first two positions of the BUF'F'ER 
array. If a label is found, it is stored in the SYMT array. The 
label is then examined to see if it is a valid label by calling 
the CK.LABL subroutine, ,as depicted in FigUre 3. Then SCHSYM is 
called to see if the label already exists, PASS1 then evaluates 
the operator to see if it is the assembler directive EQU. If 
it is, the EQU subroutine is called to evaluate the operand and 
stores it in the SYMA array. If the operator is not EQU, SYMA 




.L ~ EYOPAN 
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CKLABL "' EQU 
lj 
Fig. 3. PASS1 block diagram 
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If the assembler d.irecti ve E::·U "Kas not found, the operator 
is checked for END. If ~D is :crt:Zld, the NEND flag is set and 
the subroutine retu_1'ils control to the main program. 
If an END was not encountered, PASS1 then evaluates the 
oper2.tor by calling the subroutine PSElJOO. If PSEUDO finds an 
assembler directive, it sets the IPSEU flag and returns control 
to the main prograJn through PASS1. 
If a pseudo op was not encountered, PASS1 then evaluates 
the operator and operand to deten.ine if the instruction is a 
_, 2, or 3 byte instruction. PASS1 does this by checking the 
fi~st letter of the operator fo~ ~ B and the second to see if 
it :s not an I. This indicates that the instruction is a Branch 
:nst_ructionJ and, therefore, the location counter is incremented 
by two. Control is then passed to the :zrain program. 
If PASS1 ""inds that the operator is not a Brcmch instruc-
~io , it loads the first three le:ters of the operator into 
the OPS byte array. It then determines if the operator uses 
accunulc.tor A or B or neither. If it uses the A accumulator, 
a.11 A is placed in OPS. Or if the B accumulator is used, a B 
is placed in OPS. If neither c...cc'C.!lU.lator is used, a blank is 
:placed in OPS. P:n H is ·· then placed in the last position of the 
OPS variable, and OPSCH is called. The H represents inherent 
addressing, a.Tld OPSCH searches the OP CODE table for the variable 
in OPS. If a match is found, in..~erent addressing was used; and 
the location counter is :LDcremented by one. If there was no 
14 
match, PASS1 then chec~s for immediate addressing by exa11tining 
the first position of ~he operand for a #sign. If a # sign is 
found, the operator is examined to determine if it contains one 
of the following opcodes: CPX, LDS, or LDX. If one of these 
opcodes is found, the location counter is incremented by three; 
if not, it is incremented by two. If a# sign is not found, 
PASSl then checks for index addressing. It does this by checking 
the operand for an X by itself or a ,X. If neither of these is 
found, the location counter is incremented by two. If an X or 
, X .:.s not found, the operand is evaluated by calling EVOPAN. If 
the decimal value of the operand is less than or equal to 255, 
the location counter is incremented by two: if not, the loca-
tio counter in incremented by three. This represents direct 
.. 
and extended addressing, respectively. Ln each case above, 
incrementing the location counter involves incrementing LOCD 
and then calling DECHEX to insert the new HEX value of the 
location counter into LOCC. After the location counter has 
been incremented, control is returned to the main program. 
PASS2 
PASS2 first checks for no label. This is done by checking 
for two spaces or a TAB in the first two positions of the 
BUFFER array. If a label is found, PASS2 evaluates the operator 
to see if it contains the assembler directive EQU. If it does, 
the ~U subroutLTle is called, as depicted in Figure 4. Then 








lV ~ DEC HEX I 
PSEtJro ./ 
'\ 








' BIN DEC lj I 
MOVl / ' OBJEC 
' 
7 
Fig. 4. PASS2 block diagram 
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If there is no la~el or the EQU assembler directive was not 
found, the operator is checked for the END statement. If END is 
found, the NEND flag is set; and the subroutine returns control 
to the main program. 
If an END "'"as not encountered, PASS2 then evaluates the 
operator by calling the subrou.1.L"1e PSEUDJ. If PSEUro finds an 
assembler directive, it sets the IPSEU flag, which indicates to 
PASS2 to return control to the main program. 
I a pseudo op was not encountered, PASS2 examines the first 
letter of the operator for a B and the second to see if it is 
not an I. This indicates that the instruction is a Branch 
instruction. If this condition exists, the first three letters 
of the operator are loaded with a blank and the fifth with an 
•• RH, The "R" indicates relative arldressing. OPSCH is called 
to dete ine the HEX code for this encode. EVOPAN is called to 
e ralua e the operand. The decimal value of the location counter 
plus two is subtracted from the decimal value of the operand. 
This value is then checked to see if it is less than -128 or 
greater than 127. If it is, an error message is selected. If 
the distance of the branch N DIS is in the valid range, it is 
then checked to see if the value is negative (backward branch). 
If the branch is a backward branch, NDIS is converted to binary. 
The twos complement is taken, and then this value is converted 
to HEX and represents the HEX cone offset for this branch 
instrUction. If NDIS is positive, it is converted to HEX and 
17 
represents the offset for the branch instruction, After the 
offset has been calculated, this line of the assembly listing is 
sent to the CRT or printer. Then the OBJT byte array is loaded 
with the appropriate HEX code and sent to subroutine OBJEC. On 
retu_rn from OBJEC, control is returned to the main program. 
If the source line was not a branch instruction, the first 
three letters of the operator are placed into the OPS byte array. 
It then determines if the operator uses accumulator A or B or 
neither. If it uses the A accumulator, an A is placed in OPS. 
If the B accumul~tor is used, a B is placed in OPS. If neither 
.:.s used, a b_ank is placed in OPS. A.11 H is then placed in the 
last posit on of the OPS variable, and OPSCH is called. OPSCH 
searches the opcode table for the variable in OPS. If a match 
is fpund, inherent addressing WGS used; and the HEX code returned 
from OPSCH is used to "Tite the assembly listing to the CRT or 
prD1 ter. OBJT is then loaded with this HEX code and OBJEC is 
called. After control returns to PASS2, it returns control to 
the main program. If inherent addressing was not used, PASS2 
then checks for a # sign. If a # sign is found, the operator 
is examined to determine if it contains one of the following 
opcodes: CPX, LDS, LDX.. If one of these opcodes is found, it 
indicates a 3 byte instruction using immediate addressing instead 
of a 2 byte instruction using im.mediate addressing. In either 
case, an I is placed in the fifth position of OPS, and OPSCH is 
called to determine the HEX code for the operator. The next 
18 
step is to call EVOP~~ · to evaluate the HEX code for the operand. 
Then the assembly listing is written to the CRT and printer. 
l ext, OBJT is formed and OBJEC is called. Upon return fro:c OBJEC, 
control is returned to the main program. The same procedure that 
was used in PASS1 is used in PASS2 to determine if the instruc-
tion used indexed, direct, or extended addressing. The same 
procedure as outlined above for immediate addressing is followed 
~or the three modes of addressing mentioned above, If indexed 
addressing is used, the fifth position of OPS is loaded with N; 
for direct addressing, OPS is loaded with D; for extended address-
ing, OPS is loaded with E. Once the operand is evaluated, it is 
examined to see if it is greater than 255 or 65535, depending on 
the ode of addressing. An error code is generated, if the 
opercnd is greater than the appropriate value for the particular 
ode of addressing. 
EVOPAN 
The arguments for EVOPAN are: I, the position indicator 
for the BUFFER array; LENH, the length of the operand in HEX; 
NU, the decimal value of the operand; NSYS, the operand number 
system indicator; HEXV, contains the HEX value of the opera.'1'1d; 
M, contains the length of the s)'lilbol table plus one. 
This subroutine first examines the operand to see if it 
contains a label. If it does, the LAJ3Villi subroutine is called 
as depicted in Figure 5. LABV AL determines the value for the 













HEXD~ ,1 I) 
~ BAS LEN ! 
OBJEC ) ~· 
...... i 
DE:;COV 
Fig. 5. EVOPAN block diagram 
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If a labe l was not faun~ , t he BJ.BLEN' subroutine is called to 
determine which nwnber s ys t em is used, the length of the operand 
in HEX, and a count of the number of bytes occupied by the operand. 
The next step is to evaluate the operand based on the number system 
used . I f it is oc t al, the OCTDEC subroutine is used; if binary, 
the BINDEC is used ; if an ASCII character, EVOPAN finds the deci-
mal vaJ.ue; and if dec imal , EVOPAN converts the decimal value to 
HEX . If the o erand is a HEX value, it is stored in HEXV. No 
matter which number system i s used, the decimal value of the 
operand is stored in :NU; and t he HEX value is stored in HEXV. 
Before control is returned from this subroutine, it checks 
to see if the operand contains an expression, It does this by 
checking the next position of t he BUFFER array for a*, +, -, or 
/ . _f one is found , the oper ation is stored; a~d the previous 
steps are repeated to find the value of the next position of the 
ope a.'1d . Tne s e steps are r epeated tmtil the complete exoression 
as been evaluated . 
PSEUOO 
Tne two argumen ts of PSEU OO that have not been defined 
previously are NPASSF, which indicates either PASS 1 or PASS 2, 
and IPSEU, which indicates if a pseudo op was found. 
The PSElJID subroutine examines the BUFFER array for the 
following pseudo ops, which are depicted :in Figure 6 s ORG, RMB, 
NAM, FCB, EQU, SPC, FDB, a-Yld FCC. For PASS 1, the only pseudo 








Fig. 6. PSEUro block diagram 
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are: NAM, ~U, and SPC. DJ.ring PASS 2, if any of the eight 
pseudo ops are found, the appropriate subroutine is called. In 
both PASS 1 and PASS 2 after the appropriate subroutine is 
called, the IPSEU flag is set and control returned to the 
calling progr?.ln. 
During PASS 1 the EQU subroutine evaluates the operand by 
calling EVOPAN, as depicted in Figure 7. It then tests the value 
of the operand to see if it is greater than 65535. If it is, an 
error message is generated. If not, SYMA is loaded with the 
HEX value of the operand. 
D.rring PASS 2 the variable SYr', which contains the label 
fo EQ , is set as an argument in the SCHSYM subroutine to 
.. 
search the s bol table to find the HEX value for the operand. 
After this value is found, this line of the assembly listing is 
printed either to the CRT or printer. 
ORG 
For both PASS 1 and PASS 2, the ORG subroutine first calls 
EVOPAN, as depicted in Figure 8, to evaluate the opera.l'ld. Th.is 
value is then placed in LOCC and l.DCD. Then l.DCD is examined 
to see if it . is greater than 65535. If it is, an error message 
is generated. During PASS 2, the assembly listing line is sent 
to the CRT or line printer. In a.ddi tion, OBJEC is called to 
either write the previous line of object code or start ~l'lother 
23 
EVOPAN SCHSYM 
Fig. 7. EQU block di~am 
~) 






Fig. 8. ORG block diagram 
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line or initiate the object code line with the value found in 
the operand. 
RMB 
For PASS 1 EVOPAN is called, as depicted in Figure 9, to 
evaluate the operand. The value is checked to see if it is 
greater than 65535; and if it is, an error message is generated. 
If it isn't, the value is added to the location counter and 
control is returned to the. calling subroutine. 
DJ..ring PASS 2 EVOPAN is called to evaluate the operand. 
This HEX value is then used to write the assembly lL~e of code 
and its dec al value is used to repeatedly fill OBJT with 
zeros and to call OBJEC to insert the number of reserved bytes 
in the object file, as specified by the operand. Control is 
the returned to the calling subroutine. 
FCB 
During PASS 1 if FCB is called, it increments a counter 
which is set to 1 by 1 for each comma that is encountered in 
the operand. This value is then added to the location counter, 
and control is returned to the caJJ ing subroutine. 
D..tring PASS 2 each value appearing before a comma is 
evaluated by calling EVOPAN, as depicted in Figure 10. If the 
decimal value is greater than 255, an error message is generated. 
If not, the HEX value returned by EVOPAN is used to send the 




Fig. 9. RMB block diagram 
EVOPAN DECHEX 
OBJEC 
Fig. 10. FCB block diagram 
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OBJT array is loaded with the Hex code, and OBJEC is called to 
inuut this v-~ue to the object file. When a blank or tab is 
encountered, control is returned to the calling subroutine. 
FDB 
Figure 11 provides a block diagram for FDB. The FD:B sub-
routine functions exactly like the FCB subroutine, except that 
ea.Ch co .a represents two bytes Lnstead. of one. Tnis means 
that each alue calculated by EYOPAN must be less than or 
equal to 65535, or an error message is generated. 
FCC 
D.rrin PASS 1 if a decimal value is used to indicate the 
le_ .gth of he alphanumeric string, the decimal value is con-
ve_ ta fro ASCII to a decimal value a."1d used to increment the 
location counter. If the other method of defining a string is 
used, that being the first &Tld last characters of the string 
being equal, then each position of the string is counted ex-
ce_ t the first ~"1d last position. This value is then used to 
increment the location counter. The value used to increment 
the location counter is tested to see if it is greater than 255. 
If it is, an error message is generated. 
PASS 2 uses the same procedure as PASS 1 to determine the 
length of the string, but in addition it evaluates the ASCII 
characters to form their HEX values. It also writes the 
assembly listing lines a""ld inserts the HEX values in OBJT and 
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calls OBJEC as depicted in Figure 12 to form the object code. 
SPC 
During PASS 2 the SPC subroutine provides a method for 
putting spaces between lines of the assembly listing. Tnis is 
done by calling EVOPAN, as depicted in Figure 13, to evaluate 
the operand which represents the number of spaces to be left 
bla.'t'l.k. This alue is then used in a do loop to write bla."'lk 
lines on e·t e~ the CRT or line printer. 
LA.BVAL 
_ e .uA AL subroutine places the label in the S1M array 
and cal s SC: S:M as depicted in Figure 14. SCHSYM provides the 
lEX al e ~or .;.he la.- el, a.."1d control is passed to the calling 
s ·_o t· e. _f ~~e l~bel is longer than six bytes, an error 
essage s ge erc.te , 
OBJEC 
03JEC uses the argument T,EN, which contains the number of 
b rtes in OBJT, t e other argument. OBJT is placed in the 
OBJECT file, an.d the locat.:..on counter is incremented 
appropriately. 
BAS LEN 
BASLEt checks the BUFFER c_rray for a $ for HEX number, 
@ for octal number, %for binary number, ' for ASCII literal 
and *·for the location counter. If none of these characters 
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EVOP~ DEC HEX 
OBJEC 
Fig. 11. FDB block diagram 
l:) 







Fig. 12. FCC block diagram 
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EVOPAN 
Fig. 13. SPC block diagram 
~) 
SCHSYM ...,. ... CKLABL 
' 
7 
Fig. 14. LABVAL block diagram 
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are found, it is assu.me.d that the BUFFER contains a decimal 
number. The NSYS is loaded with a value indicating which 
number system was used. In the cc..se of a decimal number, DECCOV 
is called to convert the DEC byte array containing the ASCII 
nu bers to a decimal number. Ll'l all cases the length in HEX 
and character positions is calculated and placed in LENH and 
L ··B, respecti ely. Control is then returned to the calling 
su outine. 
SCHSYM 
SCHS uses the IEFLAG flag ~ determine if the symbol 
ta"' e needs to be alphabetized. The SYM argument contains the 
s bol to be searched for; and r~ contains the ¥~ value for 
e s bol, if it exists. 
This s broutine uses a bina= search to find a match with 
tne f·rs position of SYM ann the :irst position of one of the 
s bo s in the s bol table. If a match is found, a sequential 
earch is started, first going for..lard. If no match is foillld, 
the the search oves backward. If no match is found, then an 
error message is generated. Once the search is finished and 
HEXV is loaded with the .value for tne symbol, control is 
returned to the calling subroutine. 
ERRORS 
The ERRORS subroutine writes the errors for a particular 
line of source code using the ~BOR a_rray, which contains the 
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e~or code and ~ERR, which contains the number of errors. After 
2ll errors have been written to either the CRT or line printer, 
control is passed back to the calling program. 
PSYMT 
The PSYMT writes the symbol table to either the line printer 
or CRT. 
CKLABL 
is checks the SYM argument to see if it is a valid label. 
r: it is ot, it generates an erTor message. 
MOVI 
XO I oves the BUFFER pointer I until it finds ~~ ASCII 
c' ar ac ter, other than a blank or a TAB. 
OPSCH 
0 SC~ searches the encode table for the OPS argument. If a 
-tch is .-ow d, it re urns the nEX value in the HEXOP arguJnent. 
0 a ch is found, an error message is generated. 
NAM 
The W. subroutine writes the NA.l1 pseudo op to the CRT or 
1 ~ne p~inter as part of the assembly listing. 
HEXBIN 
This converts the HEXC argument, which is a HEX value, to 
a binary number and loads it into the BIN argument. 
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TOCOMP 
The TOCO~~ does a two's complement operation on the BIN 
argument. 
DEC HEX 
Con erts the ruM argument to a HEX number and· stores this 
in the HEXR argu_ment. If NUM is greater tha.-'1 65535, an error 
e?sage is generated. 
HEXDBD 
Converts the HEX4 hex number to a decimal number and stores 
t in the ru argument. If HEX4 is not a HEX number, an error 
essa.ge is generated. 
OCTDEC 
is takes the argument OCTC, an octal number, and converts 
t to dec· -al, staring the value in the l\TU argument. If OCTC is 
no an octu nu be , a."1 error message is generated. 
BIN DEC 
The BINDEC converts the binary number contained in the BIN 
argument a"1d loads it into NU argument. If BIN is not a binary 
nu ber, an error message is generated. 
DID:COV 
The DECCOV takes the DEC argument, an ASCII representative 
of a decimal number, and converts it to a decimal number. It 
then stores it in the NU argument. If DEC is not a decimal 
number, an error message is generated. 
CHAP'IER I II 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FU'IURE WORK 
This report shows that a Motorola M6800 Assembler can be 
written for the PDP 11/34 to aid in assembling M6800 .source code. 
Using an asse bler alleviates the time-consuming burden of hand 
asse bly. The assembler was written with ease of use in m.ind. 
It also was wr tten to provide descriptive error messages. Once 
he rogram is running, it uses descriptive prompts for all 
uts. Therefore, the user does not have to keep referring to 
a user's guide. 
The M6800 Assembler written for the PDP 11/34 cannot run 
under TSX. ure work might include dividing the program 
to a PAS 1 asse bler and a PASS 2 assembler. The user 
o ld irs run ASS 1, which would create a symbol table and 
put it on a disk. Then the user would run the PASS 2 program, 
which would read the symool table from disk and use it to 
create the asse bly listing and object file. Dividing the 
assembler in this manne~ might allow the individual programs to 
run under TSX. 
Another task for future work would be to develop a method 
for loading the object file which is on disk into the Motorola 
M6800 Microprocessor. 
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Both of these projects would provide needed tools for 
implementing M6800 source code. 
APPENDIX A 
M6800 ASSEMBLER USER' S GUIDE 
FOR THE MOTOROLA M6800 MICROPROCESSOR 
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EXECUTING THE M6800 ASSEMBLER 
The Jf6800 was programmed in Fortran to run on the PDP 11/34. 
Tb execute the M6800 Assembler, simply type RUN M6800 after the 
period pro pt of the RT11 operating system. The following is 
a sample run with the underlined statement representing user 
inputs, 
TER LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR LP OR IT> 7 
TER DEVICE AND FILENAME 






















































)COO 86 FF 
3C05 86 04 
)COD CE )FOO 
3C15 84 OF 
















lliDEX 0000 LOOP 3C12 PIAIAC OC01 PIAIAD OCOO PIAIBC OC03 
PIATBD 0002 START )COO TABLE 3FOO 










'Ihe input file Ii<1:M68J.ASS is listed below: 
SPC 1 
ORG 0 
INDEX RMB 2 
ORG $OCOO 
PIAIAD RMB 1 
PIAIAC PJ{a 1 
PIAIBD RMB 1 
PIAIBC RMB 1 
ORG $3FOO 





START LDAA #$FF 
S A A PIAIBD 
LDA A #%£)0000100 
STA A PIAIAC 
STA A PIAIBC 
LDX #TABLE 
STX INDEX 
LOO LDA A PIAIAD 
k"iD A #%)0001111 
STA A INDEX+1 
LDX INDEX 
LDA A o,x 
STA A PIAIBD 
BRA LOOP 
~D 
Tne above example uses logical unit number 7 for the CRT. 
The logicaJ. unit number for the line printer is 6. 
.· 
APP~~DIX B 
OPCODE TABLE FOR THE 




Ope ode Table 
OF'CODE OF'HEX OF'CODE OF' HEX OF'CODE OF' HEX 
Hf:A H 1B ADC A I 89 ADC A [I 99 
~DC A N A9 ADC r. E f:9 ADC B I C9 H 
ADC B [I [19 ADC B N E9 ADC ,.., E F9 D 
ADD A I 8f: ADD A D 9B ADD A N AB 
Ail [I A E BB A[l[l B I CB ADD B [I DB 
ADD B EB ADD B E FB AND A I P.Lt _ I I 
t-t l [I A [I 94 Ar~D A N A4 AND r. E B4 H 
A [I 
"' 
I cl) AND B [I [14 AND B N E4 
HN I E F4 ASL N 60 
·-· 
ASL E "'0 I ' 
ri S L. t- H 8 ASL B H C"Q ~·~-· ASF~ N .~.7 
E ...., -. ASR ~·, H 47 ASF~ B H C"-;-/ ,, ._1 / -
R 2-. BCS F: 'JC" .:....J BEQ r. '"'-;-r-. .::..I 
~· 2C BGT F\ 2E E:HI R '")""') ..:..~ 
85 BIT A D QC" BIT .. N r. c-,....) H H-.J 
H E pc-•.J . £.:IT B I C5 BIT B [I D5 
. N E5 BI T p E F5 f:LE F . 2F _ , 
R 23 BLT F: 2[1 BMI r. 2F: r\ 
F' ,.., BF'L F: 2A BF~ A R 20 ..:.:.~.... 
r· 8[1 :\JC Fi' '"'n B'v'S F~ 29 .::..o 
H 11 CLC H C•C CLI H OE 
r 6F CLF: E 7F CLR .... H 4F H 
r.· . H C" r- CL I H OA CMF' A I o-. .....•r uJ. 
L rl F· ~ I 91 cr·iF· A N Al CMF' A E B1 
c 1F' I c CMF' B [I Dl CMF' B N E1 
CMF' :t: E Fl COM N , - COM .- --b..) 1:. ' .. I ·-' 
c M H H 43 COM '):• .... , H c--'-·~ CF'X I sc 
CF'X [I 9C CF'X N AC ,~ ;:• X' \J t I' E B'"' 1_, 
H 19 DEC N 6A DEC E 7A 
H 4A DEC B H 5A DES H 34 
H 09 EOR A I 88 EOR A [I 98 
EOR A N AS EOR A E BS EOR B I C8 
EOR B [I [18 EOF~ B N EB EOR f: E FS 
INC N 6C INC E 7C INC A H 4C 
ItJC B H 5C INS H 31 INX H 08 
'"'' M F' N 6E ..JMF' E 7E .JSR N AD 
._1 SF~ E BD LDA A I 86 LDA A [I 9t. 
LDH A N A6 LDA A E f:6 LDA B I r' ~o
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Table 1 (continued) 
L II{.·, B D [it. LDA f: N EC:. LDA B E F6 
LIIS I 8E LDS [I 9E LDS N AE 
LDS E :t:E LDX I CE LDX [I DE 
LDX N EE LDX E FE LSf:~ N 64 
LSR E 74 L~F~ A H ·'+ 4 LSF~ B H 54 
EG N 60 NEG E 70 NEG A H 40 
NEG B H 50 NDF' H 01 OF..: A .... I 1'""0"' H OH 
ORA A [I 9A OF: A A N AA OF' A A E }:.;• "'· -•H 
0 J;: A r: I CA OF: A B [I IrA o~:A B N E "'· 
OR ,...., E F F'SH A H -:L F'SH B H 77 !:• .._ .. _. ~. , 
F' IL H -: •) F'UL B H ..... ..,. F:OL N 69 ri . .. "'-• ...:.. '-' .._. 
ROL E -.n r:: 0 L.. A H "",..., F\OL •. H c::-"'"' / 7 "'i7 D ...J7 
h'L \ t t:_, F: 0 F.' E 76 F\OR A H 4.~ 
Ror.· B H 56 RTI H 3F: RTS H 7Q ._J,. 
c H :!.0 :3E'C A .,. 82 :::;f:C ~·r D c;l2 -.J ..L 
:::.E:C ~ r P.2 s 'i=: .•. E r·~:- C''""•r· B I c:: H •...:... ... .. .t'• ._. 
~·BC -. II -,~ :=;r:c: :t: E2 SE:C .. E F:~ !:• 
SEC 0 I c• ·-· ·-·c.. L.. H OF ~ ,... lJ ·- t. ~ H •JF: 
ST A D 97 ~=· . .. .• N f-11' STA i; E H-: H .. -· ,' 
'--, TA ,.., 
.t• D Ii7 STA ,.. , .t• E7 STA B E F7 
s c; 
-' 
~· F STS AF STS E BF 
c D ~ IF St ,,. ~J EF STX E FF ..... \ .... , 
~·UB I E:• .. , SUE-: ;. D 90 SUF: f-i N AO H 
C' I . E -,, I SL·B .t! I co SUE: f: I! DO ., ·, ~ v 
....  u_· { EO ,-. IJ:",. ,... , E FO SWI I' -...-I ..... 
-· 
!:• ri ..:d-
A 1 , - 1F' H ot. TBA H 17 .... ~,..; 
"F' H .- -- TST 6D T,-..-.- E 7r' ·-· ,l .... I 
TST I • ..:, I TS or. H 5[1 TSX H ~" ~ !) ..::_, 1,.) 
T s H "?c.-..._ . .._, ·.AI H 3E 
* 
...... 
* Accwmlator A or B or neither 
** Addressing modes I = immediate D = direct N = index 
E = extended H = inherent R = relative 
APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
FOR THE M6800 ASSEMBLER 
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M 0 T 0 r;: 0 LA t. B 0 0 ASS EM B L E F: M A I N F' F: 0 G F: AM 
f; 1 EHL LOCD: NUMf:EF~ 
l' T E G E F: H E X B < 1 5 ., 4 ) , B I N 8 ( 8 ) ., F: I N 1 c.. ( 1 6 ) ., E F: F: 0 F: ( 1 0 ) 
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r.\YT E F AMEf20) ,BUFFER <E:O) ,.[IPT?iB(l97:t5) ,.HEXT<15) 'JOC T T(?) 
1 HEXAf~J,OC N(2).SYMT(100,6).,LOCC(4),SYMAC100,.4),.H EXVC4) 
1 L :._IF ( 42) ~DF'HEX(197,2) ,LNAME ( 20) ~DNAME(20) 
CCJ. / C / HEXB/D/BUFFEF~, SYriA,. SYMT 
1 / ::: X L _. . L 0 C [I/ F / I F L A 13 / G / 0 F' T A B , D F' HE X 
~ / H / 0 .c: J F / I / . E ~ D ~ N S T A R T / ...J / N 0 F.: G I K / N U ME: E R , N S T 0 B ._I 
1/ L/ ERROR . NERR/M/KWRI 
'H. H ; ~ER I EFIROF'/O, 1 O*O/ 
· F L ~-d.) . L r ' ~ E '! oN AM E , F r ' AM E / 1 f 2 o t: ,· ,. ~ 2 () :* / ·' ~ 2 c, * , ' / 
'- · J F r d · z.: E r:: N s T o :t: ·-' , N c: N ;:. , N s T A F: T /. ~ 2 * / ..  ! o + y '7' , o , 1 / 
- c c ' 4 0 0 ·~ ·: ... () / ~ .f.:.. () () * / ·' '! 1 / 
/ 
0 'HE,: ..... ·' 1' 
/ - , '·' ·' 7 ~ · 
o.,o,o,o; 
Or() 0,1!'1,1 
l ~ l 
,O,lrl~o 
,o . o,1,.:1.~1 
) . 1 0' 
' 8 .- .. ' 9' 
-' C ' , ' , , 
·' A-' , ,. B,. ··c~, ID / ~ ,E, ~ .· r ·' ~ 
! E I . I F , ~ I :3 I ~ , '? , ' ·' {:\ ·' 
J • :- I I , c I .. ., / . I' E I : , F l 1 / 6 l ~ I -:,.. , ~ I 4 ... )' ,· 5 ! ., , · t) .·  
I I' / I C I 
._I .. : . / 2 ! . .~ (: I . ,. 9 .' ~ I A I ' ,· B I ~ / c .' ~ I [I I' '! I E .' ~ ,· F I '! ? * I 2 -
., 
I · B 1 ' -:> ,. ·· ,.._, ' ' 1 1 ' ' 0 ~' . ' 0 -' ~ ' 6 ' r ' 7 _, ' ; 4 1 ~ , 5 1 
: 0 ,. 
I /' I 
1 : ·' A _, 
1 
1 
/ 8 , 
/ 1- I 
.., 
' 8 / 
, 
, c , 
._I 
" F , 
I B~' 
/ 
/ c , 
















I I u 
8 I 
, 
I ·" / It:/~ /CI, ·· D 1 , " E " ~ 1 F 1 ~ ".£::. .. 
·'8' r "9', "A' r ·· B 1 r '1' ~ " 6 ',. '7,. 
'0', ··s' '9'" / A I ' -' B,.' ' C' ~ 'D, 
-'7', "4' ~ -' :_;' '! ' 3 ' ~ '0' 5' / t../ ~ ·'7-' 
'9~' -'(.:..~'., 'B'. / Cl, /D'" IE/~ " F'' 
'C' ~I [I·', _, E,, ~'F' r _,6,, '7-' 
'4 1 , ' 5 ', -'0',. ~'8', 1 9' ~ /A' 
1! 'B 1 • -'CI . I 1/ ... E .. ' F·' . ..:..;l-'3-'' ·'(:_.I '! -'7/ ~ .'4'' ~ -' :;' 
"7-' . /4/ ' '5/ 
1 ' F: ' . ' C ' 
1 1 B 1 ~'D' 
1.,~'E'. 1 F', 
, . .._1 , / E I' ' , F I '! I 0 , '1 / 0 I , / 0 , '! ! 9 I ,. I A I 
'E', 'F', '9'!! 'A'' -'B '' ' D/ 
/ 8 .' , 9 l , , H I I E.: , ' I c I '! l II I . I E I '! ! F I 
1 '! 1 3 I 'J I 1 I 7 / 0 I I 1 I 'J I 0 / '! I b 1 'J I 7 1 'J I 4 I !I / 5! ~ 3* 1 3 / 
1 tDI n '0' n 1 B1 n*'4' 1n' tQI.tQ1,. 1 0'•4*'7~' .L• ~ t:.'· I • C• . '0 . , 0 '! , l ...... ...... J •• • 
1 • / A , I c I , -. I , c I , E I I '""> , R ·.J.· l C" , , F I / -; , ,. I [I , , "'"~- ' .... .J ' I ' ' . '! ..:.. v '- . .,.. ._• '! ' ..... . 
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1' -'f:'' '6' ~'A' r 1 0' ~'[I' .,'8 1 ~· '7'', '1'., .(C' .,'E" 
1 . 4 * IF I 'I , A.! !f 8 * I 1 , '1 4 * ,· 3 I ., 4 * I c I .( 9 .( ~· 4*.! {.·, I '! ,. 4 / . 
1, '9' ,B*'B' '4*'C'., '1', '8' ~ 'E' 'E' y ~'D' ~ 'D' 
1r8*'6',8* 1 E',4*'4',4*'0','1',8*'A'~'6' 
1' '7' r '2'' '3' r4*'' 9' r4*'6'' 'B' ~ '9',. ~'t)' 
lr8*'2','D','F','B',6*'7',6*'F 1 ,8*r0' 
1' 'F', '6'' '6', '7', '7·J ,4*'D', '0',. ,.5,, 'E' / 
DHTA OF'TAB/'A' ,'A' r'A·' 'A' ·'A'., 'A'~ ~"A' 
I A.! 'A'~ 'A' 
1 r 1 A' 
1 '! I A I' 
1 I B I 
1 I B I 
I A I 
I A I 
I A I 
H 'A', ·' A'' 'A', 'A', 'A' 'H' 
I A I 
'A' 
/ B I I A I I A / / A ·' I A / ; E·: .! / B ·' ~ ·' B I 
' I B, I B I , / B / ' I f: .( I E: I .! f: / ,. .! :t: I '! .·· B I I B I 
I B I 
l:r,C' 'C·' 'C' 'C' 
1 . ' C' 'C'r'C'r'C' 
1 'C.I, 'C', ~" C' 'C' 
1 _, D ' r ' E ' ·' E ·' ,· E ,. 
1 'I 
I I I I I I I I .( I I I 
; L ,· I L / ,· L ,. 
'L,.,·'L.I,.rl,. 
I ~ •' I ~ / , · N ,· 
,. L _, 








i s I 
I (. , · 
-..I 
I ~ I 
.! 
;' l.tJ I 
IF' I 
.! s I 
.I s I 
is I 
/ T I 
.! f: / 
I R I 
I~ I 
.~ s / I C' I 
...... 
'T 1 'T·' 
I [1 I ,. I D I 
,-'[1' _,I' 
I f: I 
I c ·' 
I c / 
/ D I 
I C ·' 
1-
/ I ,· 
_, L ./ 
... L ·' 
,. 0 / 
IF' ; 
,. c· ·' 
....... 
I C' l 
...... 
I ,-. I 
.:::· 
·' T I 
·' [I ·' 
I [I ·' 1 / [I I 
1r'N 1 '! 
1 1 / s I 
I I ·' 
I N I 
I C' I 
....J 
1 I I / 'I ; I I '! 
,.N',-'N' 1 i~ 1 
'S',. ' S', 1 C·' 
/ I I / I / ' / I ; 
1 , ; L I I M I ' I N I , .! F' ·' • ·' F~ .! 
l 'L', 1 L", 'L,. ,L,, 'L·' 
1 r "r·t,. 'M,.' 1 M,. ,'M-' "0-' 
I B ·' / ": • / I:• . , I .,..., I l:'• 
I c I !f I c ,· I c .! 'I 
I c / f ·' c I J I c I ~ 
-' [1 ', ,.D, 'D 1 
, -'EI )' -'EI 'E 1 
, . ..._~, ,•'J/ '......!" 
/I i 
L 
I 0 I 
... L .-· 
,. L I 
I [1 I ~ 
I L / 
/ L. I .. 
I 0 ·' 
I 1:• / 
L" 
"C " 
./ c / 




.t I I 
t-
/ : / 
L 
..  0/ 
.~ F' ~' ··· F' ~ .i R l ·' R .. -· 
/ s I 'I 
.! s I '! 
I C' I' 
....... 
I T .! 
/ .-, l 
... 
. ·s / 
Is/ 
... - / 
,·[I/ 
/ [I .' 




/ C I 
--· 
,. T ·' 
"rD ·" 
, D _, 
... r~, 
I C .I 
....... 
/ c / 
I c / 
I D / 
I I I 
, L / 
,. N " 
I .-.. ·' ~ 




" I [I ·' 
a IN I 
I ,--.. I 
.::1 
,. [I' 
.' [I ' 
I N I 
.' c / 
·' E" 
'I"r'I-' 
I s .! }' .-· \-' ·' 
_, G-' f 'G' r ·'H' 
~ .~L ... ,.L" ' T / r .J.. 
I L / 




.. ·' M .I 'I I M I' 
1 1 F' ' ' F' " " A 1 r ./ E ' ' 1 E " f ' E " 
l "0' '0' !I "0' '0/ "0.1 "0' 
-'E' 'E' 




·' E" ... 0' 
IN/ 
1 ' I N ,. ' I N I ., / N / I' M / ... M I I s I 
1 }' I' [I I '; I D I I D / ' , [I I I [I I ' ,· II .' 
'[;", ... [!' 
'D',.~D.~ 
1,'[1','D'r"D 1 'S".,'S" "S'~ 
1, 'E/, ~'0', 1 R 1 , 'R/' 'R,. • 
1 ' I s I ' I s I ' I u / ' I Ll I 'I I 0 / ' 
1 r.' r, 
I C' / 
.:::· 
l F~ I 
'E'·,. ... E'r'E' 
r 1 R'r'R' 'R' 
'0','0 1 '1 1 0/ 
1, '0', '0', "T', 1 T'' ·' E-: 1 'f:',. 'I-:', 'B'' "B' 
l.,'B" "B' 'B','B",'E','E",'E',~T~ 1 T 1 I T I I 
1 'T' 'T' 'T",. 'T', 'T 1 , 'T 1 1 T 1 1 T 1 , 'T" I u / 
1 'f I 1_1 I 'f I u I J I u I J I u I I u / ~ I u I / u I I w I .' ~j 1 I A / 
lr 1 .B 1 r'F'','S' 'S'9'S 1 r'S 1 ,.'S 1 'X 1 ,',t,' 'A' 
1 'C', 'C'' 'C' 'C', 1 C' 'C 1 "C' f 'C' 'D' 'D' 
1,'[1'r'D 1 'D'r'D' '[',.'D' 'II'f'D','D','D' 
1 J I [l I 
1 " f.~' '! 
I [I I 
I R I 
~ 'D'' '[I',. 'L', 1 L' 








'T " ,"T 1 "T","T" 
" E" "L' "A' "R', 
' F~~ 'R 1 ,'R' '\.J 1 
'F'" ' F'' 'M', 1 M1 , 
"A' /C' 'C' r "C' 
"R 1 r 
IV I 
A 
I R , " 
IF'/ 
I F.:/ 
I F' I 
/ "· ·' H 
"F\ / 
l F\ I 
'T~,.~T" 
·' c / 
I F' ' 
l M I , 
,· c I 
I~:·' 
I' ,-.. I 
.:::-
I' F' I 
I M I 
I A / 
l ,· H I A ·' 
1 'J:' , _,R" / F.: I 'F\/, ···F.:·' · ' G' 
I L I 
I T l 
IE I ' 




I c I 
I G I 
I L I ' I F\ I I F~ / 
-'II,'Tl,'T" 
.··s','T 1 'I" 
'C' III ·'F.:' 
'F''' 'F'' 'F'' 
I X I , I '-' I 
,•.. !! 
I F~ I ·' F\ I 
"C' 'C' 
I' lit_., -/ 
·" 
I i:" I ~' 
,· A I I (~ I , I A _, 
'X', 'X' 
t (3tr.lG' 
·' ·' A ! I A I I A I , H I ' A ·' I A / i H ·' I H ·' ·' L ·' 
1 1 S'•"A' 













1 I A I 
1 ... A I 
! C' I 
....J 
/ B I 
" T ... 
! I B.~ 
I B I 
/ ... 
... B I 
l 
I A l 
I' B I 
! 
1 ' 
1 / B I ~ / 
/ 
l c ·' 
' I ,I ; 






' C' ... c~ 
'A' , 'A··· 
·' I ' 
I A I 
~' f: , 
I 
I 
/ X I 
/ F: I 
I 




' A ! 
/ ,. l I l' l 
.. ' .  · 
; A I 
' I A I 
' I A I 
I A I 
? ..,~ l 
L· 
' A I 




·' A I 
,· A I 
I 




I' c I' 
I .... I 
rl 
/ E·: _, 
I A I 
,. B" 
·' f-1 I 
I T"t / 
r • 
/ Jl', I 
r·l 
.·· ·" · I H 
.· A I 
I B I 
I B / 
I 1". I 
H 
/ I A 
H 
If:,. I :t: I' 
I I 
I B I 
; •· 
lB I 1 
1 
1 




/ B I I I 
'B 1 , 'B 1 
'~t', 1 B 1 
I I 
/ B I '1 I B I 
I I I I 
1 '1 I ~l I ! I A I I A I I B I I B I 
1 'A' 'A" 'A' .,'B' ' 1 B' 
I 
I ' I A I 
/ f: I ,. A I , 
I 
1 B' 1 B' 
l B I ... 
I A I 





I A I ,. ·' s I 
/ B ·' ·' r. / D 
~'A'~ 'A··· 
I 
I I ,. ; A I 
I B I I I 
·'A/ 
I A I ~ 
/ I ,· I 
I I I A I 
I / I I 
I I I 























' 1 I E I I I I I [I I IN I I E I }' I I I I D I IN I IE I I I I 
' ' ' 
~ '! r . 
1 ' I D I . IN I ' 
·'E ... 
' 




IN I 5' IE I ' IN I S' I E. I 'I I HI , .I. 
1 ' I H I ' 




I HI ' I HI 
' 
I R I . / F~ I 
' 
I R I 
' 
I R I ~ IF~ I , 
1 'I I R I 
' 
I I I 
' 
I [I' IN ·' 
' 
I E I 
' 
I I " ~ / [I I 
' 
IN I . IE I ~ I R I 
1 I R I I R I IF\ I I F~ I I R I I R I .. I F~ I I F~ I 1 .-, r I HI 'I ,. ~ 
' ' 
'! ,. ,. t'·. '! 
1 ' I HI' , ·' H I 
' 
I N I ,. I E I 
' 




I H l 
' 
I I I . "Ill f lN. I .· 
I E I I I I 
' 
I D I 
'! l ~J I ' I E I . IN I '! I E I ,. I H I '! I H / '! ~ I ... , 
I [ I I ; / N I 
' 
I E I I H I 
' 
I N I 
' 
I E I I H I II I HI 










1 I HI I H I ,. I HI I HI 
' 
/ N I 
'! I E ,. I f~ I ~ IE I '! I I I ,. '[I' 
1 , r I I E I ! I I I [II IN I !t , I E I 
' 
·' I I 
'! I D I ~ .IN I '! IE I 




1 I H I I HI ·'HI '! I I I ~ I [I I 
' 
I N I ,. I E I ~ I I I 'D I . t • N I , 
. ·' E , I H I ,. I HI I H I ~ ·' H I '! _, N ·' y ... E ·' 'I I H I . 'HI r l N I ...... . 
1 ,. ·' E ,. I H I 'I I HI :' HI ~ IH• . I H I 
' 
I I I . I [I' 
'f .·  N I i E' I T I , !I '! J. 
I 
·' ' E I I HI .. HI I HI I [I ·' .. I N I IE i I [I I IN I 
' 
, ,. '} '! 
1 ' I E I I II I '! / N ~ I E I ·' [I ' I N I 'I ·' E I 
' 
I I I .. I D ·' 
'! ,· N I 
1 : / E I . / I I J I [I' ! f·' I I E ,. I H I 'J ,. H I !t .- H : ,. H / .. 'H' •· 
I E I I HI I ' H / I H / 'H '/ ~ 'J ,. 
' 
120) 
: 2 t.' < 1 X I ENT EF~ LO GICAL UNIT NUMBEF\ FOF\ 1 ,1X~ 
J 
I LF' OR TT .::· I ~ ) ... 
K W F~ .t 
s:: 2) _._, 
L E~' F ' = O 
LE~: ~ 2= 0 
F~ I T E I 7 10) 
l. l·' F I F~ M A T ( 1 X I E f'-< i E: F' [I E t.,..l I c E A N D F I L E NAME I 
, / ,1Xr 1 ( I E. ItXl : NAME.FIL ) > ',$) 
READ(5,.20) <F t'AM E ( I),I=1~20 ) 
20 FORMAT<20A1) 
90 
1 0 0 
DO 90 L=1,20 
0 AMECL)=FNAME ( L) 
LNAMECL>=FNAME CL) 














.. : .. .. _. 
47 
0NHME(Lt3)= !" J' 
Q F' EN < UN I T = 2 , NAME= 0 NAME , T Y F' E = ' NEW ·' , F~ E C 0 R ItS I Z E =55 , 
1INITIALSIZE=20) 
NF'ASSF=1 
0 F' EN ( UN I T = 3 , NAME= F NAME ~ T Y F' E = _, 0 L D " , F.: E C (l F~ D S I Z E = t:: 0 ) 
READ(3,30) CBUFFERCI),I=1,80) 
FOf;:MAT ( 80A 1 ) 
I F ( BuFFER ( I + 1 ) + E Q • I ~< I 4 AN [I + N F' Ass F + E Q + 2 ) cAL L N AM 
IF<BUFFER<I+l) .EQ. 1 *') GO TO 50 
I=l 
IF<NF'ASSF EQ~2) GO TO 25 
CHLL F'ASS 1 ( M) 
F(, EF..:R EQ4r''•) GO TD 35 
RITE(7,30) (BUFFER(L),L =1,80) 
CHLL ERRORS 
LERR=1 
CO TO 50 
C CSE<UNIT =3 ) 
Lqcr=r. 
., I ""15 L= 1 '4 
D"'"'C(L)='0 1 
COrTINU E 
. E I 1=0 
~ F' SSF=2 
• c· EN < u r T = 3 r . ..  M E = F N f:tt·1 E , T Y F" E = / o L D ·' ~ ~~ E co F~ D s I z E = :3 o ) 
C:'O L 50 
... r- ' .._ E R ;-· E Q 1 ) G 0 T 0 7 5 
HLL F'ASS2(M) 
F ,.. t E F: R • E Q • 0 ) C ~l T D 6 5 
CAL _ EFi'RDRS 
LERF~2= 1 
.:) :_; I F t ~ E N D • E Q 1 ) C D T Cr 11 5 
GO TO 50 
115 CALL OBJEC<OrOB~F) 
C LL NAM 
CHLL SCHSY~i ( 0 r M, SYM ~ HEX\.J) 
CALL F'SYMT(M) 
IFCLERR2.EQ.O) GO TO 95 
GO TO 75 
95 WRITE(7,105) ONAME 







SU.r.-: F~OUT I NE PASS 1 ( M) 
F~: E t L N U ~ L 0 C D 
INTEGER ERRORC10) 
BfTE SYMT(100,6)~LOCC(4),BUFFER(80),SYMA<100r4) 
... . HE X I ( 4 ) ' s y M ( .!;. ) ~ HE X 0 F' ( 2 ) ~ 0 F' s ( 5 ) 
C 0 M ·. 0 N /II/ F: U F F E F;~ ~ s; Y M A , S Y r"i T /' E / L DCC ,. L 0 C D 
l / . / E R R D F\ r t E F~ F~ / I / N E N II 
.10 c L OOF'= 1 ',:_:, 
C' . , . ( L 0 0 F' ) = ;' I 
NF· SSF= 1 
1=1 
=1 
~ r , -: u F F E R ( ; • E c . I l • A r : D ~ t-: u F F E F-~ ,. I + 1 : • E G • ..  -~ ) 
GD TO 10 
. F ( I·: t.J F _. E F~ ( I ) • E G. • .· 
1 GO 0 0 
r' - . r::-
-· . ..... 
~ .J , = :·: U F F E F, ( I ) 
._1-· 1+ 1 
_ .-) T 0 20 
, \ 
. ) 
·' ,. GO .-o 25 
~-,. ':·; L ,::. L C r·· L. A I: L ( .S Y i ) 
I F· ( t. E F\ F' • E G • 0 ) G 0 T C 4 5 
IF CEPF'OR<r ERF~,. EQ 3) GO TD 105 
~5 IFCM.EQ.l) GO TO 35 
CALL SCHSYMCl,M,SYM HEXV) 
IF<NERR.EQ 0) GO TO 125 
I F t E R F~ 0 R < 1 E F\ R ) • N E • 2 ) G 0 T 0 1 2 5 
E F: F~ 0 ~· ( N E R R ) = 0 
NEh:R=NERF..:-1 
2.5 CALL MO'JI <I) 
I=I+1 
I F ( B u F FE R ( I ) + E Q • ! E I • A N D ~ F: u F F E R ( .:. + 1 ) • E Q + ;' Q / + AND + 
1BUFFER<I+2).EQ ... U') GO TO 3~ 





GO TO 10 
.::.·· I=I+3 
CAL L E Q U ( N F' f-1 S S F r I , M , S Y M ) 
F~ETUF.:N 
10 C~LL MOVI(I) 
I= I._ 1 
I F ( E: U F F E F~ < I ) • E Q ·' E ·' + A N [i B U F F E f.~ ( I + 1 ) • E G! • ,. N 1 • A N D • 
1 BuFF E F\ ( I + 2 ) E Q / [I I ) N END = 1 
r F < B u F F E R < I ) • E r.! l E I • A N II • B u F ~ E F~ ( I + 1 ) "' E c~ • ' N ·' • A N D • 
f: U F FE F\ < I + 2 ) E Q • ·' II / ) R E T U F~ N 
C H L F' S E U -'l ( N F' f.·, E; SF , I I F' S E U :r i"i ) 
I •: ... F' S E U • E Q • 1 ) G D T (1 9 0 
K=I 
... F ( l~ u F F E F\ ( I } • N E . I E·: l ::. G 0 T [l 4 () 
IF ( BLFFERCit1>.EQ ~ ~ ') CO TO 40 
IC 1=LOCD+2 
. H DE c ' E / ( L. 0 c l.l ' L l] c c ~ 4 ) 
r' E I' IF\ r~ 
t[l 170 IU=1 3 
OF~.( ' O)=BUFFER< I ,1 
(JU E 
(l F· ~ ( - ) = I ~· 
. F ( B U F F E F·~ ~ I + 1 ) E Q ·' ~ ... A r D • B U F F E F\: ( I + 2 ) • E G • .: ·' ) 
l OF'S(4)= 1 A' 
r F < B u F F E R < I + 1 ) • E c~ . ~ A ··· • r=:. N D • E: · ' F F E r:~ ( 1 + 2 ) • E Q • ··  
1 I=I+2 
I F ( B u F F E F~ ( I + 1 ) + E Q + •. · H ... + AND + B u F FER ( I + 2 ) + E Q + I 
l OF'S(4)= 1 A1 
. F ~ B u F F E R ( I + 1 ) • E Q I A I • AND • B u F FE F~ ( I + 2 ) • E Q • I 
1 I=I+2 
I F < f: u F F E F~ < I + 1 > • E Q • ··· B ~ • H r ' D • r: u F F E F~ ( I + 2 ) • E Q • ~ 
1 DF'S(4)=/F:' · 
I F < B u F F E F\ < r + 1 ) • E Q • ~ B ·' • AND ~ BuFFEr~ < r + 2 ) • E G • I 
1 I=I+2 
IF(BUFFER(Itl) EQ. /B.' .AND.F:UFFEF~<I+2) .EQ. I 
1 0 F· S < 4 ) = I' B 1 
1 F < E~ u F F E F\ < I + 1 ) • E Q + ~ B I • A r It i B u F F E R < r + 2 ; • E Q • I 
1 I=I+2 
OF'S(5)=/HI 








IFCNERR.EQ .. O) GO TO 6 5 
IF(ERRORCNERR)~NE.5) GO TO 65 
EF\F\O R ( NEF~f.~) =0 
NERF~=NEf.~R-1 
CALL M0\.·1 I ( I ) 
I F ( I • E Q • 8 () ) F~ E T U P r~ 
I=It1 
I F ( BUFF E F\ ( I ) • N E • _, =t- ' ) G 0 T 0 50 
I F ( B u F FE F,: ( K ) • E Q + I c / . A N D + BuFF E F.: ( t< + 1 ) ~ E Q + / F' ·' 
1.AND.BUFF ER (Kf 2).EQ. 'X '.OR .. BUFFER<K>.EG • .~L' 
50 
l • A N D • BUFF E R ( K + 1 ) • E Q • / II ' • A N D • BUFF E F~ ( t~.: + 2 ) • E Q .. ·' S ·' 
1 o R B u F F E F' < t'. ) • E Q • ' L ' • A N D • B u F F E F~ ( r< + 1 ) • E Q • / D / 
l • AND • .:.· U F FE R ( t\ + 2 ) • E Q • / X ' ) G 0 T 0 1 0 0 
L DC [I= L OC D + 2 
CALL DECHEY(LOCDrLOCC, 4) 
1-''ETUr:N 
on LOC1=LOCD 3 
CALL IECHEX ( LOCD r LOCC ~ .. , ) 
RETUF~N 
5•) >=I - ·1 
I F t 'U F FE F\ t I + 1 , E G • ·' >:: 1 .. AND • B U F F E F: ( I + 2 ) • E Q • ··· ~· ) 
lGU TO 110 
IF<BUFFEE'( +1) . EQ .... x.·· .t-iND. BUFFER< I+2) .. EQ. ·' ..  ) 
1GO TO 1 0 
• I F ( . u F F E I ( I + 1 ) + E (l ..  'J ! A N [I + E·: 1_1 F F E F.: ( I + 2 ) + E Q • ·' X / 
1 t .. :U FE~~ ( t 3) EO .r _, ) GO TO 1 ... t) 
I F ( .: u F FE f;' ( I + 1 ) + E Q • / :' I AN [I • }:-: u F FE R ( I + 2 ) + E i] + ••• X , 
A II F: U · FER ( I t 3 ) • E L. • ' ' ) G 0 T 0 11 0 
j 2 ~} D 0 ' 0 .· K = 1 2 0 
. < F.: U F F E ~ r I + t< K ) • N E .. " , / ) G 0 T 0 6 0 
IF ( f: iFF E F\ < I+ K K + 1 ) /';, E • ·' X _, ) G D T 0 6 0 
11. ... , L 0 CD= L 0 CD + 2 
CALL tECHE,' < LOCD,. LOCC r 4) 
h'ETUr~N 
t.O C01'1T I NUE 
GO TO 70 
65 LOCD=LOCDt1 
C ,:., L L DEC HE X t L 0 CD , L 0 C C. 4 ) 
RETURN 
}0 CALL -Et...tOF'AN (I r LENH , NU, NSYS r HEXV 1M) 
IF<NU.LE.255.) GO TO 75 
LOCit=LOCD+3 
GO TO 85 
'75 LOCD=LOCDt2 
85 CALL DECHEX(LOCIJ,LOCC,.4) 
?0 F'ETURN 
125 NERR=NERR+1 
E F\ F\ 0 F~ ( N E R F~ ) = 2 2 
GO TO 105 
95 NERR =NERR+l 
E F~ R 0 R ( N E F' F~ ) = 3 






SUBF\ OUT I NE F'ASS2 ( M) 
F:E?ll NU Nit IS, LOCD 
I NTEGER BINC16) ~ ERROR<10) 
52 
E-: Y T E L 0 C C ( 4 ) , :t:-: U F F E F~ ( 8 0 ) , HE X 1·) ( 4 ) ~ S Y M ( t.. ) r 0 F' S ( 5 ) 
1 HEXOF' ( 2) ., OBJT ( ,f:., ) 
CO 1M ON / D/ BUFFEF: / E/LOCC, L C!CI! / I /NEND/L /E F~ F:OS:, N E F~F: 
l I M/ t··wF..: I 
fiATA OB JT /.5* ' 0" ./ 
DATA SYM / C:. * ' "/ 
J = l 
I =1 
I F < : U F F E f.~ < I ) • E Q • ·' " A t ~ D • B U F F E F~ < I + 1 ) • E Q • " ' ) 
1 GO TO 10 
IFtf:UFFEF~( I ) EQ. ,· ')CO TO J.O 
..:.. ' .. · I= I+ 1 
. F ( B U F F E F: ( I ) • E l ,. _, ) C:' 0 T D 2 5 
.F< :UFFEF\(J) .E Q. ,. 
S' ''J) = BU FFER(J) 
. .J=...J ·1 
GO TO 2 I 
~s CALL MO JI(J, 
=It 
,.) GO TO 25 
F ··: U F F E F~ ' I ) E C. _, E ' A rJ I: • E • U F F E R ( I + 1 ) i E Q .. _, Q ' • A N ll • 
:UFFEF~<It2) EQ ... U-') GO TO 3 0 
I=I - 1 
G . T 0 1 1" 1 
::. I I = I+ 3 
C~iL L EQU ( NF'ASSF, I, M ;· S ' M) 
F:ET UF: N 
10 CHL L MOVI(I) 
I =I+l 
I F < BUFF E F' ( I ) . E Q • ·' E ' AN It • F: U F F E R ( I + 1 ) .. E Q • ' N ' • AND • 
J. :UF FEF..: < It2). EQ. _, D ' ) .NEND = 1 
I F ( f{ U F F E R ( I ) • ~ Q • ' E " .. A N D • BUFF E R r' I + 1 ) • E Q .. ' N ' • AN. D • 
1BUFFER( It2). EQ. ' D") RETURN 
C A L L F' S E U D 0 ( N F' ?1 S SF , I , I F' S E U , M ) 
I F < I F' S E U • E Q • 1 ) G 0 T 0 9 0 
K=I 
IF(E.:UFFEF\( I) .NE. ' B " ) GO TO 40 
I F ( f.: U F F E F..: < I + 1 ) • E Q • ' I ' ) G 0 T Cl 4 0 





0 p s ( 5 ) = / F~ I 
CALL OF'SCH<OF'S~HEXOF') 
I=I--1 
C A L L M 0 '.j I ( I ) 
CALL E -'OF' AN (I, LENH, r·'U, NSYS ~HEX'-.)~ M) 
NDIS=NIJ-(LOCD+2> 
53 
I F ( N D I S L T + -- 1 2 8 + + Cl F~ • N II I S • G T + 1 2 7 ~· ) G 0 T D 1 0 5 
IF<NDIS.LT.O) GO TO 140 
Ct-· LL I'E HEX ( N11 IS, HEX'-..-', 4) 
GO TO _50 
1 4 0 N t I S = A E: S ( rJ [I I S ) 
C A L ") E C I E >< ( r D I S , H E ~< t.,J , 4 ) 
CALL HEXBIN (HEXl) :r-f:I r:;, 
CriLL -- COMF'(BIN) 
c ~I L L I I N [I E c ( B I N ' J. ·=· ' . t l_i ) 
C,; L L <~ E C HE X ( r~ U , H E X'-.. -' ~ 4 ) 
GO TO 15) 
:J.05 HE ~IJ(3) = "•'J" 
HEX'( ) =/0/ 
~ " RF~= ERR+ 1 
ER~' CP r NEF\f;' .. = 12 
:t5r. WF.~ITE< ~··lRI lt.O) (LOCC( L) !L= ... ~4), <HEXOF'(L) !L=1 ,.2)! 
l ( HE .. : J ( L I • L = : .l I '! ( t-: u F F E F' ( L ) ~ L = 1 ' E! 0 ) 
1 t_, 0 F 0 F\ M :" 7 ( _ , ' ' 4 A 1 ' 1 X ' 2 A ... ' 1 X ~ 2 t~ l r 5 X ' 8 0 A 1 ) 
OB . ..JT < ) =HE>'OF' ( 1) 
0 B J T < 2 ) = HE X 0 F' < 2 ) 





40 DO 170 I0=1,3 
OF'S (It'~) =BUFFER (I) 
I=I+l 
1/'0 CONTINUE 
OF'S ( 4) =' ' 
IF (BUFFER< I+ 1) ~ EQ ~ 'A 1 • AND1 BUFFER (I +2) • EQ • ' ' ) 
1 OF'S<4)=/A/ 
D 
D 20 t'-' 
t::" 
...... 
I F ( B u F F E R ( I + 1 ) 1 E Q • I A / + AND • B u F F E ~~ ( I + 2 ) • E Q • ;' I ) 
1 I=It2 
I F ( E-: u F F E F.: ( I + 1 ) • E Q • / A I • A N I I i I: u F F E ~~ ( I + 2 ) • E Q • ~ 
1 OF'S(4)= 1 A, 
I F < B u F F E F~ ( I + 1 ) • E Q • ~ A , • AND • r: u F F E F~ ( r + 2 ) + E Q ~ .. 
l I=I+2 
I F ( B U F FE P < I t l ) • E Q / f: , • AN It • B U F F E F~ ( I + 2 ) ~ E Q ~ , , ) 
l OF'S<4)= 1 B' 
I F ( f.: U F FE F\ ( I + 1 ) • E Q + / E: / • A r~ Ir • f: JJ F ~- E F~ ( I + 2 ) + E Q • / ,. ) 
1 I= I ·2 
F < : u F FE r::~ < I + 1 } • E Q • , r: , • AN rr r: u F FE F: < I + 2 ) • E a • ~ 
1 OF'S(4) = 'B" 
I F ( f·: U F FE ~· ( + 1 ,t • E 1) • , B " • AND • F.: U F FE F: ( I + 2 ) • E Q • / 
1 I=I+2 
0 F' ;:: < ~ ) = " H ' 
C;. 0 F' S C H ( 0 F' S ~ HE X 0 F' ) 
lFCNEF' · .E Q . O) GO TO 55 
I F ' E f.~ F\ 0 ~· ( N E R F: ) ~~ E 5 ) t? 0 T 0 6 5 
EJ=;'RO~· ( ~~EF:F~) = 0 
t t~ F,· F~ = N E F~ ~·- 1 
_; {.j L. L M 0 .I I ( I ) 
I F ( . E C ~ B 0 ) G 0 T 0 .~. 5 
= +1 
IF ( I u F FE t' ( I } N E + I jJ: J ) G [I T [I 50 
F ' F: u F FE~: ( K ) • E Q • ·' c / A Nil + BuFF E F.: ( ~-· +l ) + E Q + .·· F' I 
.... A N II f: u F F E R ( t\ + 2 ) E .... • I X I + [I F\: + f: u F F E F.: ( ~( ) + E Q + I L I 
1 ~ t-) N D • ·. u F F E R < r· + 1 ,' • E Q • I II I • ~l r D • E~ u F F E F\ ( 1··· + 2 ) • E Q • ·' s ,. 
· . o R B ' F F E F~ < ~ -· ;. E n ~ I L ·' A N D t B u F F E F~ < r< + .1. ::. ~ E 1). • ". [I ' 
1 • J-d [I • ·: u F F E R ( K + 2 ) E Q • I X ,. ) 13 0 T 0 l 0 0 
D F' s , 5 ) = / I I 
CALL OF'SC.H (OF'S, HEXOF') 
WRITE<7~200) I,B UF FERCI) 
F 0 F~ t1 H T ( 1 X ' I 3 ' A l ) 
C ~l L L E \-' 0 f> -:1 r~ < I , LEN H ~ N U , N S '( S , HE X l.) ~ M ) 




41RITECKl1RI 160) (LOCC(L) ~L =l !"4), (H EXOF'(L) tl=1 ,2) r 
l ( H E X \J ( L ) ' L = 3 r L, ) r ( F: U F F E F: ( L ) r L = 1 ' 8 () ) 
OB,..JT < 1) =HEX OF' ( 1) 
OBJT(2)=HEXOF'(2) 
OB~IT(3)=HEXV(3) 
DB J T < 4 ) = HE X \J ( 4 ) 
LEN=2 
CALL OBJEC<LEN,OBJT) 
I F ( N U • G E ~ 0 • • A N II • N U • L E • 2 5 5 • ) F\ E T U R N 
NEF'F~ =NEr:~F'+ 1 . 
E~r\GR < NEF(F:) = 13 
F~ET UF:N 
~co OPSC5)='I' 
C H L L 0 F' S C H ( 0 F' S ~ HE >:: 0 F' ) 
55 
~~ ;-· I T E ( t-< W R I r 1 8 0 ) ( L 0 C C ( L ) , L = 1 1 4 ) ~ ( l-1 E )( 0 F' ( L ) ~ L = 1 !! 2 ) " 
1CHEXVCL),L=1,4)~CBUFFER(L),L =1r80 ) 
l :?; 0 F 0 F: A T < 1 X , 4 r-1 l ~ 1 X !' 2 A 1 ~ 1 X , 4 A 1. , 3 X f 8 0 A 1 ) 
0 B .J T ( 1 ) == H E A 0 F' ( 1 ) 
O:C:JT =: 2) =HE XOP ( 2 ) 
0 r: ....! T ( 3 ) = HE X J ( 1 ) 
(l_: ..J T r 5 ) =HE X l.) < 3) 
-. F t T ( 6 ) = HE >:. \-' ( Lf ) 
l .- 1-"7 
~-·-: - ..... • 
:: ·· :_1_ lB'""IEC (LEN OB._IT) 
_ ::- · r u G E + o • A N D ~ N u • L.. E • t. 5 5 .3 5 ) r.~ E T u F: ~·~ 
==-1 
= ;- ,' 1 LJ F '7 ~ f:~ ( 1 + 1 ) t E Q .-" :--· .' + ~ f•. D ~ =·· ;_; F F E F: ( J: + 2 ) i E C-. + l r· ) 
) EC~ :· !!··· . AN .I ~P UF FEF\:(It2) .C:J. "X" 
3 ) C. C • ,. ,· ) [ 0 T 0 1 1 5 
E [~ • ; ,-· .. · A ~ J • :c: u F F E f..: ( T + 2 > .. E Q + , ! ) 
E C • ... .. .. AN J · E·: L: F F E f.: ( I + 2 ) ,. E Q • ,. X ' ~ AND • 
- .. : U c:- r E f\: r I + 3 ) ~ E Q • ,. ' ) C iJ T 0 1 ..l. 5 
·:.t TO 1 ':~c 
0 110 
·. : ·:j D · 6 0 K K = 1 ~· 2 0 
I F r B U F F E f;' ( I + ·~ t'\ ) • N E • ,· ~ ' ) G 0 T 0 t. 0 
.!. F t F: U F FE F\ ( I + K 1·· + 1 ) ~ ~I E ~ ,. X .. ) c; 0 T 0 6 0 
C'·:_L E'-10F'AN (I , LENH !f NU!! NSYS. 1-!EXt.) f M ) 
1 _ ~) -, .-, c < 5 ) = ; N ; . · 
ChL L OF'SCH <OF'S, HEX OF') 
·RI TE< 7, 160) < LOCC ( L) , L= 1 . ..:, , !I (HEX OF' ( L) !f L= 1r 2) ~ 
1CHEXV(L)~L=3,4)r(BUFFERCL)rl=1,80, 
0 B J T < 1 l = H EX 0 F' ( 1 ) 
0 E: J T ( 2 ) = HE X 0 F' ( 2 ) 
CBJT < 3) =HEXl.J < 3) 
OfL_IT ( 4) =HEX\J ( 4) 
LEN=2 
CALL OB~ECCLEN,OB._IT) 
GO TO 5 
'-' • ..) C 0 T I N U E 
GO TO 70 
6 5 W F~ I T E ( 7 , 1 9 0 ) ( L 0 C C < L ) r L = l ~ 4 ) ~ ( HE X D F' ( L ) ,. L == 1 , 2 ) , 
1CBUFFERCL),L=1~80) 
190 FORMATC1X,4A1,1X~2A1,8X,80A1) 
0 t:: ._1 T < 1 ) = HE X 0 F' ( 1 ) 
[I B._. T < 2 ;. =HE X 0 F' ( 2 ) 
LE =l 
C .. 1 L L 0 B ,_1 E C ( L E r . 0 B . .J T ) 
PET I F~N 
7 ... , L '": L L E 1 J 0 F' AN ( I L E " H ., N U , N ~3 Y S , HE X\..' , M ) 
lF' U LE.255) GO 0 75 
Of='S(5)='E' 
: · L L 0 F' S C H ( [I F' S , H E _;~: 0 F' ) 
· ~· ;_ T E ( 7 , 1 8 0 ..' ( L 0 C C < L ) ~ L = 1 , ~ ) ~ ( H E >< 0 F' ( L ) ~ L = 1 ~ 2 ) ,. 
1 ( H E , , I ) ( L ) ' L = 1 ' 4 ) ~ ( B u F F E F~ ( L ) '! L = 1 ~ :::: 0 ) 
Of: ....IT ( ) =HE ,: OF' ( 1 ,. 
0 : ._! T ( 2 ) = H EX 0 F' < 2 ) 
r·: • ..J ( 5 ) =HE ~, V ( -:: ) 
-.1 t: ._: T < C. ) = H E X I..,J < 4 ) 
.Er ==3 
C r-1 :.... D B J E C ( L E ' . ~ D E-: ,_! T ) 
G T 0 l : ; 
/ .) r l' S ( 5 ) = 1 D 1 
(. rl L L [I Is c H ( 0 F' s ' ' : E >: D F' ) 
F~ I T E ( 7 ' 1 6 0 ) ( L 0 C ·:=: ( L ) ,. L = 1 , 4 ) , ( HE X 0 F' ( L ) , L = 1 ,. 2 ) , 
1 ( 'El.. J < L) , L=3 ~ 4), (BUFFER ( L) , L= 1 ~ 80) 
OBJT(l)=HEXOF'(l) 
0 B '""' T ( 2 ) = H E X 0 F' ( 2 ) 
0 B J T ( 3 ) = 1-1 E X l..i < 3 ) 
0 B ._1 T ( 4 ) = HE X V ( 4 ) 
LEN=2 
CALL OBJECCLEN,OBJT) 




s · 1 ):: ~~ o u T ~ i ~ E E : .1 o F I A rJ ( 1 ~ L E N H ~ r~ u , N s Y s ~ H Ex \ .I ~ M ) 
F-.: ~ A L > L.: • L 0 CD , N U M , NUS 
I I T E s E ,..~ f: I N 1 6 ( 1 t:_. ) ~ E F~ F< (IF~ ( 1 0 ) 
=: y T E ~ E ::< I •1 ( 4 ) ' B u F F E F~ ( s 0 ) ~ [I c T 6 ( t.. ) ' T EM F' ( 2 ) 
.1 . r L (l c .: ( ..:, ) 
_: n M . C : . . ,.,. II/ f: U F F E f.: ./ E ./ L D C. C ~ L [l C D .. / L /. E F.: F~ D F~ , N E r~ F: 
:FLG = (: 
J .- 5 . 0 5 J _: = .: .~ 
C' C . t . ( _1._1 ) = / l) / 
::· _! = J ' 1 .:. 
_' _i ) = 0 
j ) [ : 5:::. _· ·- = .!. . A-t 
,-. ) t , , -J. • •.. ~ 
-· !=" ( p !_; ::- ;:- ~ ;::~ ( I + : i (' E / y I • A . -~[I i : : u F FE F: ( I + 1 ) ~ L E + :' z ~ ) 
: L-: ,_. 7 =· -. · .·' 
;:: -· 
c: H ; L =: ,:.:_ = :_ = I { I E t H :r ~ I u ~ L E N B ~ N s y s ) 
- ,..- ... 
= : ·- - :::. J I ' 
· Cl t..' I_~= · r ' T . 4 
: ::: . -:- 1 
_, [I -:- [i J. 1 {) 
2 ·~·' r' NT = 7- L E: B 
.::::: 0 t: 0 L. i_ = .. ·NT ~ 6 
I=I~-
t :r. CONT 1 tJL E 
CAL L OC:TIJEC(CICT6~NU C.) 
C?O TO 5"~ 
30 KNT=17-LENB 
10 90 LL=t<N T 16 
I=I+1 
BIN16<LL)=BUFFER(I) - 48 
90 CONTINUE 
CALL BINIIEC(Bl i'J. 16, 16~f'!U) 




IFCNALF.LT.32.0R.NALF.GTi95) GO TO 25 
CALL DECHE>< ( N(~LF ~ HEXV r 4) 
T E f-'1 F' ( 1 ) =: H E X \,J ~ 3 ) 
T E rl F' ( 2 ) == H EX \.I ( 4 ) 
K N T == ~~ N T- 1 
IFCKNT.EQ.O) GO TO 45 
I=I+l 
NALF=F:UF FER (I) 
I F ( . L F L T • 3 2 • (IF: t- I • L F • G T ~ 9 5 ) G C) T [I 2 5 
ALL DECHE X ( NALF; HEXt) ~ 4) 
HEXl..J(l)=TEMF'(l) 
H E . · t) , 2 .· = r E rt P ( 2 , 
CALL HEXDEC ( .iE>'V: NU 14) 
GO rn 110 
«=j L• C f·1 L _ J E C.~ H E X ( r~ U -: E ~: V , 4 ) 




10 /'5 LL=l~ .. .. 
HEf J(LL) =LD CC(LL) 
cor~T I NUE 
GO T- llO 
·_:- o C ·~~ L. L L ~l .E: l . ) A L ( I r E X l) M ) 
CAL L HE X It E C ( HE X l.,.l ' t 1 U r 4 ) 
I= -l 
NSYS=~ 
1:10 I==I ·1 
IF(IFLG.EQ~l> GO TO 120 
IF ( BUFFEF\ (I) • NE. ' " • AND~ t{UFFEF: (I) i NE + ~ ~ ·' i AND+ 
1 B 1_1 F F E F\ ( I ) N E ~· / I ) G [I T 0 1 2 0 
F·:ETURN 
120 IF<IFLG.EQ.l) GO TO . 130 
NUS=NU 
IFCBUFFERCI)+EQ '* ') NSIGN=l 
IFCBUFFER(I).EQ. ' f') NSIGN=2 
I F ( BUFF E F~ ( I ) • E Q • ' - ' ) N S I G r~ = 3 
I F C BUFF E F\ ( I ) • E Q • ' / ' ) N S I G N = 4 
IFLG=l 
GO TO :1.95 
-1 " 1. • .:. t) Ct.::LL HE>< DEC l 1-!EX~..J 1 NUM ~ 4) 
GO TO (140,150,160,170) .NSIGN 
1 AO i''US=NUM*NUS 
GO TO 190 
1~0 NUS=NUMtNUS 
GO TO 190 
1_0 NUS=NUS-NUM 
GO TO 17'0 
:L7t'a f'lUS=r .US/NLH1 
l ;· 0 C 0 r T I N U E 
I F ( E: U F F E F' < I ) ~ E C~ .. ~-:: " ) . ·~ S I G N = 1 
F(BUFFEF:<I) EG. "+") NSIGN = 2 
I ,.. C B U F - E F: ( I ) t E Q • " - · / ) . -~ S I G r : = 3 
J:':'(f:UFFEP(I) EQ. ···;' ) t 1S _ GN = 4 
59 
I ":" ( B 1_1 F F E F: ( I ) + N E + ; I • A t~ D + F~ u F F E ~: ( I ) ~ N E i ·' ~ ,. ~ A N D • 
1 .. :, _iF F E F' ( I ) ~ N E • ,· I ) G [I T 0 1 ·:;:· 5 
.. t) () t U = I U S 
·-· P: L L. DEC HE>~: ( (·'US 1 i EXt) , -4 ) 
:: 3 ~ . E r·-' F\ = N E F~ F\ + 1 
E F: F· 0 F~ ( r ERR ) = 1 1 
i 1_1={) 
:C 55 LL=1,~ 
!-It:.. •1 .: L L ) = ,. (:r .. 













2 I 0 
220 
S U B F~ 0 U T I N E F' S E U D 0 ( t- F' A S S F ~ I ~ I F' :; E U ~ M ) 
BYTE f:UFFEF~ ( 80) 
COMMON /II/f:UF FEF~ 
WRITE(7,200) 
FORMAT<1X, 1 F'SEUD0/) 
WRITEC7~210) (BUFFERCII),II = I,5) 
F 0 r' M A T t 1 X , 3 A 1 ) 
WRITE<7~220) M 
FOF\ ' AT< lX . /i'i = ,. ~ .L5) 
60 
I F ( F: U F F E R ( I ) • E Q • ,. Cl ... 4 ~~ N D • F.: U F F E F~ ( I t l ) ~ E Q • ..- R / • A N [I + 
1 E: u F FE F: ( I + 2 ) E Q 4 I G ... ) G 0 T D 4 0 
I F ' :E: U F F E F: ( I ) E G ,. F~ ... • A N D • B U F F E F~ ( I + l ) E Q • ' r-: ..  
l • A ( D F: d F F E F: ( I + 2 ) + E Q • 1 B 1 ) G 0 T 0 5 0 
I F ( r: ' F F E R ( I ) E 1l • .·· r·' ·' A N II • f: U F F E S: ( I + 1 ) • E C~ • ,- A ~ .. A N D • 
1BUFFEF\( I '2) EO ' M ... ) . GO TO 60 
F ( ~: U F F E F.: ( I ) E C ,· F ... • AND • E.: U F F E h.: ( I -; .. 1 ) • E Q • " C ... .. AND • 
1BUFFE '( 1+2) EQ. ·'B·') GO TO "')'iJ 
I F ( t:: u F FER ( I ) E Q • ,. E ... + ~~·IN D 4 E: u F F E r:: ( I + 1 ) + E Q + / G I .. AND + 
lr:LJ FFER( I 2) EC. ·· I') GO TO E:O 
. F ( BL FFER ( 1.) EC. ,.. S ... . AND. BUFFE~: <I+ 1) • EQ. ··· P /.AND. 
1 {UFFEF:< I+2) EG . ... c .. ·) GO TO s:·o 
r F < E, • 1 F F E F: c ) E c . ,· F ~ + A N D • r: u F r E R < I + 1 ) + E Q • ~ D ,· .. A r· · D • 
1 BUFF E I , I+ 2 I • EQ. ' B I ,I GO T [I l 00 
I F ~,. - · IFF E ... , ( I ) E Q 1 c· ... AN II B U F r E R ( I + 1 ) .. E Q • ... C ,. • A r-.~ D • 
1BUFFER <I+2).EQ ' C 1 ) GO TO 110 
r F''='c l=r·, 
RETUF' 
.. · ,:· I=It3 
CAL L M 0 ~J I ( I ) 




CALL MOl.,..' I< I) 
CALL RMB<M,NF'A~SF,I) 
I F'SEU= 1 
F\ETURN 
.60 I= I +3 
CALL MOl...' I (I) 
IF ( NF'ASSF. EQ. 2) CALL NAt1 








·t ,-_, ,.. 
CALL MOVI(I) 
I F ( N PASS F • E Q • ~ ;. CALL E Q U ( N F' ASS F r I '/ M ) 
I r'SEU= 1 
r-;~ETURN 
- ..!..-: 
- I '-' 
C A L M 0 l.J I ( I ) 
I F ( . I F' As sF E fJ. 4 2 ) c A L :._ sF' c ( I ' r'i ) 
IF'SEU=J. 
- . -
- . - .... 
-.:... i .,.__r 
c;:.LL (l :l ( T ) 
IF ·=·cLr= 1 
RET ; ... ~ . 
• ~ f =! +3 
·o'.t ( I) 




S U f: R [I U T I N E E Q U ( N F' ~~ E: ~; F ~ I , M ~ S Y M ) 
INTEGER ERRORC10) 
F~EAL N I 
BY T E HE X 1 •1 ( 4 ) ~ B U F FE F~ ( ::;: 0 ) f S Y M A ( 1 0 0 : 4 ) ~ S Y M ( 6 ) 
C 0 M M 0 ~ ./ D/ B U F FE F~ , S Y MAIL,/ E F;.: F< 0 F: , N E F: F.:/ r 'i ,/ r< W F.: I 
I ;:- < t, F' ,..:, S S F E (). • 2 ) G 0 T 0 2 0 
CAL L E .I 0 F' {1 N < I , L EN H , r~ U ~ N S Y S ~ HE X t.,J , M ) 
IFC~U.GT 65535t) GO TO 40 
·10 10 LL=l 4 
,.. Y' MH ( , LL I =HEX'·) ( LL) 
10 CO TI~Uc 
.r=M+:. 
F~ET U F~ ~ 
62 
W F~ I T E: ( r· 4.' F~ I r 3 0 ) ( H E X t .I ( ~:~ ) , t'\ = "' ~ 4 ) r ( f: U F F E F~ ( t~~ ) ~ ~-: = 1 ~ 8 () ) 
c: )' rl A ( I L L ) = I 0 ·' 
c, ·., CONT _:~ : I_C: 
M= I .J.. 
E ~D 
._; 
SUF:ROUT I NE ORG ( NF'ASSF, I, M) 
REAL LOCIJ,NU 
INTEGER ERROR<lO) 
BY T E HE X ~·' < 4 ) , L 0 C C ( 4 ) ~ .f: U F FE F\: ( 8 0 ) 
l.~OB...JT(6) 
C 0 M. 0 ~ /II/BUFF E F~ ,l E / L 0 C C ~ L 0 CD / J / N D F-~ G / L / E F.: F.: 0 F~ r N E F: F~ 
1 /Mlt<WF: I 
WF: TE <7 r200 ) 
F (I R M A T ( 1 X ~ I [I F~ G ·' ) 
C ~~ L L E t • .l 0 F' AN ( I , L E N H :' N U , N S Y f; , HE XV , ri ) 
10 10 LL=l 4 
LOCC(LL)=H EXV <L L) 
1 •":.• C J ~ r L! E 
C · L L ~ : EX [IE:.. ( L 0 C C , N U ~ 4 ) 
L_JCD=N.U 
F ( ~~ U l? T 5 5 5 ._. 5 4 ) 13 0 T 0 4 C' 
F . r,~ F' AS :: F • E G. ::: ) G D T 0 2 0 
~·E I t_IF'N 
:: n W r. "' T E < r·~ · F~ I ~ 3 'J ) ( L DCC ( V ) , t< = l !!' 4 ) ~ ( BUFF E F: ( t\ ) ~ t< = 1 " 8 C) ; • 
• (i 
-· 
~~LL O~JECCOrOB~T ) 
F:ET UF: ~ 
· : =·_., L 0 C ~ , = 0 
I I 5C LL= 1 '4 
LOCC LL)='O-' 
50 CONTINUE 
N E R F: = N E F: R t 1 
EF'ROF\ ( NERF~) = 14 
RETUF~N 
END 
~:: U B R 0 U T I N E f.~ M f: ( M , t ~ f=· ASS F ~ I ) 
f.~ E ?1 L L 0 C II ~ J U 
I ' T E G E R E F~ F: 0 F: ( 1 0 ) 
BYTE t:UFFEF~ ( 80), Li CC 0: 4) . i-'EX ',.J ( 4) ~· OB._iT ( t..) 
64 
C 0 M .. C N / D / ::-: U F F E R / E / L 0 C C ~ L. 0 C II / L / E F~ F;~ 0 F~ ~ N E F: F: / M / t< W Fo~ I 
.~,.I A T A (I B J T / C• * I 0 I / 
W F: I T E < 7 ~ 2 0 r. ) 
.::t 200 F 0 F\ A T ( 1 " ' I F:. M f:: ,. ) 
C ... , L E '..J (I F' · r~ ( I ~ L E ·' 1-: ~ t ' U , f'~ ~; Y S , H E X l.,.l ~ r1 ) 
:l 0 F 0 ·: :-4 T ( .< ~ 4 A 1 ~ ~ . .:. ; 4 ~ 2. ~ 3 X !' t:: () ;, 1 ) 
I,··=NU 
I [I 4 0 L = 1 . t·' 
0 f: ....1 T ( _ ) = ' 0 ' 
0 ·: ~' T ( 2 ) = I 0 I 
D RITE<7~2 0~ OB~T ( l ) OBJT(2) 
D ::: 0 
..... o 
[I F: . H T ( X . '! A ) 
LEN=1 
CALL OB..JECCLE !~OBJ 7 ) 
COr ... LIE 
F~ETUF.: 
: 0 FCNU.GT 655:5. ) GC ~0 50 
L 0 L --:1 = L 0 C [I+ N U 
C" LL DECHEX (LOCI! , LC!CC, 4) 
:0 WF:ITE(7,210) NUrLOCD 
F:ETURN 
50 NERR=NERRtl 
E F: F..: 0 R ( N E F~ R ) = 1 4 
F:ETUF:N .. 
EN It 
su::F~OUT I NE FCB < t F'ASSF ~ I, M) 
F.:EAL r UrLOCDrJ 
I~TEGER ERRORC10) 
~YTE BUFFERC80)rLOCC(~),HEXVC4) 
1 ~ [I ~: J T ( 6 ) 
C 0 . ·j M -, N /It / :E: U F F E F~ / E / L 0 C C , L 0 C: [I Y ./ L / E F-: F~ C: F;~ ~ N E F..: R 
1 /. /~·· wR I 
• .I AT . 0 F: J T / .~. * I 0 I / 
. F~ - E ( 7 ~ 2 0 0 ) 
..:.. '.:u ·) F r' lA T ( 1 X' I F c B I ) 






c_, !O 20 
1·:.1 _ ~· = ocr·..LJ 
:1 E HE)' ( L 0 CD ~ L 0 C C !! 4 ) 
: ..- . t-: U F F E F~ ( J ) ~ E C ·' . ,. ) G 0 T Ci 4 0 
-=- ,.~ .!. ~ - : u r- ~ E .... ( .:. ) E c . ,. ~ I r:-: N D • E·: F F E r=:: < I + 1. 1 • E c.. • ,. ~ ' ; G o T o 4 5 
:1: - ~ E: u F F E r:~ ( r ; ~ E G. ·· ! I A r D • F: u F F E r.~ < I -:- 1 :. E Q • ' ·' ) G o T o 6 o 
- F Ct: 1_, F FE;~ ( I ) • E Q • 1 ! 1 • A N Ir • f: U F F E f.' ( I + 1 ) , C. Q. + ·' 
1 GO TO 60 
r F , t-: L! r- F E F~ < r ) . E a . I I • o F~ • B u F F E R ( r > • E u . ·' 
C ,; L L E V 0 F' AN ( I , LEN H ., N U , r~ S Y ~3 ~ HE X V " M ) 
IF<NU.GT.255.) GO TO 90 
' ) RETUF~N 
W F< I T E ' ·· W R I , 7 0 ) < L 0 C C ( ~\ ) ~ ~\ = 1 ~ 4 ) , ( H E X l..J ( t< ) ~ t( = 3 , 4 ) 
7r, FOr~MAT(lX 4A1r.1X . 2A1) 
0 f: ...J T ( 1 ) = H EX V ( 3 ) 
OBJT < 2) =HEX~J < 4) 
LEN=:l 
CALL OBJECCLEN,QBJT) 
GO TO 80 
90 NERR=NERR+l 
E F\ R 0 R < 1~ E R R ) = 1 3 
GO TO 80 
66 
IFCNU GT.255~) GO TO 95 
W F: I T E ( K W r: I , 7 5 ) ( L D C C ( K ) , t< = J. ~ 4 ) , =: H E / t.,.r ( r< > ,. r( = 3 ~ 4 ) , 
1 < F: U F F E F: < ~~~ ) , K = 1 1 E: () ) . 
7 5 F C ~· r·i AT ( 1 X ! 4 A 1 ~ 1 X , 2 A 1 , 8 X ~ 8 0 A 1 ) 
Of:JT < 1) =HEX\,1 ( 3) 
Of:JT < 2) =HEX\..' ( 4 .J 
L Er·J = 1 
CALL OB~EC(LENsORJT) 
G TO 80 
~5 ERR =NERR+l 
R TE<KWRI 85) (L0CCCK>~K=1,4)~(BUFFERCK),K = 1,80) 
b c; F 0 F: rl A T ( 1 X ~ '"'. H 1 . 1 -. :x: . ;:· G A - ) 
GO -, 0 80 
·=- +1 
DBJ ( _ )=;n" 
0 ·Jr (2) = .10.1 
LE . =1 
(I';.:,.JEC (LEN .JB . ..JT _: 
,-, ,., 
0... I j 
c · :JT(2)='"''' 
1=I+l 
GL TO 80 
(~· 0 W R I T E ( ~-· u,r R I .. J. 0 0 ) ( L D C C: < t( ) , r< = 1 ~ 4 ) r ( f: U F F E F-~ ( t< ) ~ K = 1 ' 8 0 ) 
OB..JT(l) ='O.I 






SUI: f.~ 0 U T 1 N E F D E: ( N F' ASS F !' I ~ 1·  ) 
:-~ E A L N U , L Cl CD ~ J 
INTEGER ERRORC10) 
E:" T E BUFF E R ( 8 0 ) ~ L DCC ( 4 ) ~ HE XV ( 4 ) 
1 r 0 B ._1 T ( 6 ) 
67 
CO~IMDN /.Ii/F:UrFE:~: / E/L OCC ~ LOCD./L./EF:G~OF~,. NE F:F~ 
_ /h/I'<W F~ I 
- ' H T ;1 L B J T / 6 t-: / n I ,. .... 
W" TE<7,200) 
D 20C FOF~r·iAT < 1x,, FDB I> 
-F tNF'ASS F.EQ.2 ) GO TO 30 
=I+l 
-' =2 
2 .. · ..: F ( BUFF E F~ < l ) • E C: ~ ·· ··  ) G 0 T 0 l 0 
I F < B U F F C: F: < 1 ;. .. E 0 ·' ~ ·' ) ._i = ._! -;- 2 
I=I+l 
LO TO :.:.:0 
·· n .... OCD=LOCD+J 
.... ,.., 
...... 
CALL DECH E:i ( LDCD f LOCC ~ 4) 
-:ETUF'N 
~=1+1 
: F ( : u F F E F\ < ...: ) E c~ . I , I ) G D T o 4 o 
·30 TO 35 
::: ·:.. ... F < .. :: u F FE F: ( r ) • E Q . ,· , ' • ,:; r~ :i t F.: u r F E F: ( I + 1 ) • c: G "" / ~ ... ) 
.!. 20 TO 5 
.. F ( d U F F E F;~ ( I ) E Q ·' ~ ·' • A r : T.r · E{ U F F E ;:;: ( I + 1 ) 4 E Q ~ ..  ... ) 
GO TO t.O 
... F ( B U F F E F: ( I ) i E G • ,· , l • t-l N D i B U F F E F~ ( I + 1 ) • E I] • 
1 1 I ) GO TCI 60 
I F ( r: u F F E F: ( I ) + E Q + I I • 0 F: i F.: u F F E F: ( :: ) • E Q i ... I ' } 
1 F:ETURN 
CALL EVOF'AN (I r L ENH r NU r NSYS' HEX\.J r M) 
IFCNU.GT.65535.) GO TO 90 
WRITE<KWRI,70) (LOCCCK>,K =1,4),(HEXVCK),K=1,4) 
70 FORMATC1X,4A1,1X,4A1) 
0 B '""' T ( 1 ) = H E X V ( 1 ) 
DBJT(2)=HEXV(2) 




GO TO 80 
.:;· u r · c: F' F: = r~ E f;: F..:+ 1 
E r: r.~ 0 r;· < N E Fo~ r-~ ) = :!. 4 
GO TO E:O 
3 5 c A I L E l,j 0 F' AN ( I J LEN H , N u 'I N ~; y :::; f. HE X I,) 1 M ) 
IFC~U.GT.65535.) GO TO 95 
68 
W Fo~ I T c < I"< W F\ I ~ ? 5 ) ( L 0 C C ( t·< ) , ~< = l , 4 ) !1 ( 1-·1 E X '·..J ( t< ) , r< = 1 , A ) ~ 
J. ( B 0 F F E F~ ( 1·· ) 1 t~ = 1 r: B 0 ) 
75 FORMATC1Xr4 A1r1X.4A1,6XY80A1) 
DF.:._IT ( 1) =HEXV < 1) 
_i r: ._1 T ( : ) = HE X 1·) < 2 ) 
D :· ..J T < 3 ) = HE X V ( 3 ) 
0 B J ( 4 ) = H E X l~J < 4 ) 
LEt. =2 
C f.1 L L l B I E C ( L E r ~ 0 B ._i T ) 
G_ TO 80 
E ;- ~· r_. -~ ( N E f;' r-\: ) = 1 4 
. ';-:I I E ( t·' ·' R I ' c: 5 ) ( L 0 c c ( I< ) ~ ~< = J. 7 4 ) ~ ( F: i_; F FE f;.: ( I< ) 7 f< = 1 ' ::::0 ) 
J ... : _I : ( 1 ,I - ; 0 , 
0 E: ._1 T ( ...... ) = l 0 I 
c _·: .....  -;- ( 4 ) = / 0 , 
LE. =2 
( L c c:· c r: ~' > .. r< = :i ~· 4 ) 
LAL~ OBJECCLEN,OJJT) 
_L 7(1 80 
..: ·.) · r: }. - E ·· t·· · ;:;~ r , 1 o o ) ( L. o c c < t\ ,. =' t\ = 1 ~ ~- > ~- ( :t: u F FE F: ( J< > ~ !< = 1 ~ s o ) 
::. ·:' ,·:.r F [i C:· • "' T ( 1 ~ . 4 A 1 .. 1 X 1 / () 0 0 0 I :' t . \ . ::: 0 A l :· 
u i: ._1 T ( 1 ) = ,· 0 ,· 
0 E·: J T ( 2 J = ' 0 ' 
l_ E: - ( 3 ) = / 0 I 




GO TO SO 
,~ 0 W R I T E ( K W F~~ I , 1 0 0 ) C L D C C C r:~ ) ~ I< = 1. r 4 ) !' ( f: U F F E R ( J-\ ) ~ r{ = 1 !1 8 0 ) 







Et .. D 
SUB F~ 0 U T I N E FCC ( r: F· AS~; F ~ I ) 
I t~ T E G E R E F\ R 0 F' ( 1 0 .J , W F L G 
F.: E ~-, L L 0 CD , N U ~ N U M 
B Y T E f: U F FE R ( E:: Cr ) ~ DEC ( 5 ) ~ L 0 C C ( 4 ) ~ HE X t.) ( 4 ) 
1rOBJT(6) 
COMMON /D/BUFFEF~ / E/L OCC ~ L CiCD/L/EF~ F:: OF~ ~ NERF~ 
1 / tf / t"'WR I 
~.! FLG=O 
DO 65 J=l ~ t. 
Of: ...J T( J ) = ' O/ 
lJ·c:; CON TIN UE 
DO 7 5 ....1=1,5 
DEC(...J) = ·'O ' 
75 COr TI NUE 
I==I+ l 
J = I 
I F ( B U F .... E F~ ( I ) L T • ... 0 ' t 0 F: • E; U F F E F: ( I ) + G T + ... S:' r ) 





I F ( B U F F E F~ ( I ) • 13 E • ·' 0 ,· A N II • F: U F F E F~ ( I ,r + L E i ,· 9 ! ) 
ll 0 TO 10 . 
IF( 'UFF ER< I) . NE+ / ~ ..  ) GO T;J 50 
MM= I- J 
~i = 5 -· ~·1 rf 
10 :o LL =M 5 
DEC ( L L ) =BU FF E F: ( J ) 
J= ltl. 
CDN TitUE 
CALL. ~IEC ..... Ol..-' (D EC ~ NU ) 
IFCNPASbF .E Q.l ) GO TO 80 
K>=N U 
DO 6 0 L= l ., K 
1=1+1 
NUM=BUFFER(I) 
CAL L DE C HE X ( N Uri ~ HE X t~J , 4 ) 
IF <WFLG.EQ.1) GO TO 5 
WRITE<KWRI,100) (LOCC(K ) ~ K =l!4), ( HEXVCK),K=3,4) 
1 , ( B U F F E R ( K ) , ~\ = 1 , 8 0 ) 
WFLG=1 
GO TO 15 









IFCBUFFER<I>.NE.BUFFER(J)) GO TO 50 
J=J+l 
~ · =I -J 
t U= ·· 
I F ( r F' A S S r . E Q • 1 ) G 0 T 0 8 0 
IC 7() L=1,K 
, . = '1 'FFER(J) 
CA L DECHEX<NLJM,HEXV.,4) 
-=-'+1 
IF<WFLG EQ.1) GO TO 25 
70 
· F~ _ -:- E ( ·· : I , 1 0 0 ) ( L 0 C C ( r< ) , K = 1 , 4 ) , ( H E X \..' ( t\ ) ~ K = 3 , 4 ) ~ 
( ~: L F F E R ( r· ) , K = 1 , 8 0 ) 
w :-L~= 
GC1 TO 35 
....: :_, ·' F, : I E ( t< F~ I , 1 0 t ) ( L 0 C C ( t\ ) Y K = 1 , 4 ) ., ( H E X \.J ( K ) ! f< = 3 , 4 ) 
2' 5 0 _. J T ( ... ) =HE X\' ( 3 ) 
r: J T ( 2 ;; = E , , .1 < 4 ) 
BJEC(LEN OBJT) 
--. / •) 
S ·:·, ~ .- ( i G T • 2 5 5 • ) [ 0 T 0 4 0 
._• C :i = L 0 r. II + N U 
~ · :._ :_ :i E C H E X ( L 0 C D ~ L 0 C C , 4 ) 
4 0 ERR=NERRt1 
E ~~ F~ 0 ~: ( N E F~ F~ ) = 2 0 
RETUF:N 
E. 'D 
S U :t: F.: 0 U T I N E S F' C < I , M ) 
REAL NU 
BYTE BUFFERC8Q),HEXV(4) 
C 0 M M 0 N / D /BUFFER/MIt<~~ F: I 
CALL E 1v10F'AN (I, LENH,. NU, NSYS ~H E X' .. )~ M / 
r\=NU 
DO 20 J=l.,t< 











BYTE BUFFER <BO),SYMC6),HEXV(4) 
CO MMON / D/BUFFER/L/ERROR,NERR 
W ~~ITE < 7, 200) 
FORMAT C1Xr'LABVAL') 
.) (1 50 J~=l,t., 
s y M ( J ,_I ) = I , . 
. 5n CONTIN UE 
rJUM = O 
t<r·· = 1 
40 I = I+ l 
I F ( F: u F F E F\ ( I ;. + E Q + ~· , + [I F: ~ r: u F F E F: ( I ) ~ E [.:! .; I + I ~ 0 ~: • 
1 'U F F E ~· ( I ) E C ' -- ·' 0 F.: ~ B U F FE F: ( I ) ~ E 1) • ! t .~ • 0 F: • 
lBU FFER(!). EQ '/.~) GO TO 20 
. F ( ~\ r-· · E Q • 7 ;. G 0 T G 3 0 
s , M c r·· 1< ) = r: u F F E F~ ( I :· 
F [I F.' ., A T ( :1. X , 2 {-t l ! 2 I 2, ) 
I :'l"< = 1< ,,. + l 
GO TO rlQ 
· ~· (.: _. D . T I rJ U E 
F I R M A T ( 1 X ~ ,.. : :: Y .· ,.. ~ ,_:,A 1 ) 
CALL Ct<L.,~~F:L. ( S , .. f"i) 
J. '-:- ( I E F' F\ E c. .; 0 ;. G (i T 1- 2 5 
F EF'POF' ( NERF<) £ E ·~ ~ 3 ) GO T O 30 
:.? ~=_; C 0 NT I N U E 
W \ITE(? 2 2 0) ri 
F u F: riA T { 1 X 'I ! M = ,. . I 5 ) 
30 I=I+l 
I F ( B U F F E R ( I ) • E Q • ~ l ~ 0 F: • B U F F E F.: ( I ) + E C~ • " + / • 0 R + 
1 · U F F E F~ ( I ) • E Q • ... - / i 0 F< • :E: U F F E f.: ( I ) • E Q ~ " * ·' + 0 F.: • 
1 BUFF E F~ ( I ) • E Q • ··· / ·· ) G 0 T 0 7 0 
GO TO 3 0 
7 0 NERR=NERR+l 
ERF\OR ( NEF\F\) =3 
DO bO L=l!'4 






F\EAL LOCD, NUMF:EF~, NU . 
BYTE OBJF<42),0BJTC6),LOCC(4),HEXV(4) 
C 0 M M 0 N / E I L 0 C C , L 0 CD , I HI 0 B J F I I IN EN II ~ N S T A F~ T I .... 1./ N 0 F~ G 
1/KINUMBER,NSTGBJ 
I F < N 0 F\ G E Q • 1 • AN [r • 0 B J F < 1 ) • E Q • ' / ) G 0 T 0 3 0 
IFCNSTART .EQ.l ) GO TO 30 
IF(NORG.EQ.1) GO TO 70 
IF<NEND .EQ.l) GO TO 70 
-'"t5 I=l 
NDOBJ =42 
.0 ~JF(tSTOBJ>=OBJTC I > 
OBJF(tSTOBJt1)=0BJTCi t1 ) 
HE.<'v1 ( 3) =OBJT C I) 
I E \ I ( . ) = 0 :t: '-1 T ( I + 1 ) 




C ~l L L HEYDE C ( HE X t.J , ~~ U , 4 ) 
UM'RER=NUMBERtNU 
LOCD=LOCD+1 
CALL DECHEX(LOCD.LOCC ,4) 
F ( :· T t B J • G T • N [I 0 f: ... .1 ) G D T 0 1 0 
~F<LE EQ . O) RETURN 
GD TO 40 
·o OBJF(3) = '1' 
OB . .JFC4) = '3' 
CAL L DEC HEX ( NUMBEF.: ~ HEX\J,. 4) 
OBJ F(41)=HEXVC3) 
OBJF(42)=HEXV(4) 








OB .. JF(2)=/1/ 
IFCLEN.EQ.O) RETURN 
GO TO 40 
30 DO 20 L=lr4 
OB~F(Lf4)=LOCC(L) 
20 CONTINUE 




F<L~N.NE.O) GO TO 45 
F:ETURN 
-: 0 I I _l = s T 0 B ,.J 
t' I= ( NU-2) /2 
C ... LL IJECHEX<NU,HEXt,..t,4) 
· BJF(3)=HEX .1(3) 
QBJF(4)=HEXV(4) 
S H L L DE C HE X ( N Ll M BE F: , HE XV ! 4 ) 
rJFCNSTOBJ>=HEXVC3) 
-BJFC STOBJ+l>=HEXV(4) 
WRITE<2 50) COBJF(L):L=lr~STOBJ+l) 





DO 80 L=1,4 
B~F<Lt4)=LOCCCL) 
80 CONTINUE 










DO lOO IDEC=1,5 
DEc ( I [IE c ) = I 0 ·' 
·on CONTINUE 
LENH=-1 
k- ENP= --1 
NL=O 
r· =I I 
: F ( B u F F E F~ ( I I ) ~ E Q + I $ ,. ) 
I F ( B U F F E r:;· ( I I ) • E Q • ,. @ _, ) 
I F ( I' U F FE F~ < I I > • E Q • _, /. _, ;. 




IF<I :1 EQ.39) CO TO ·40 
IF<BUFFER(ll). EQ.'*_, ) NSYS=6 
FCBUFFERCII) .EQ. I*I) RETURN 
LE.r~H=() 








I F c BuFF E R < K ;r • N E • ' ' • A N ... l • B u F F E F\ .: r\ ) • N E + "" + ·' • ~-, N D ~ 
60 
l E\ u F F E R ( t< ) ~ N E • .' - .' • A N [I 4 F.: u F F E F~ ( t< ) • N E • .~ ~: I .. A N D + 
l : U F F E F: ( r< ) N E • ... i' ,· • A N D • B U F F E F..: ( r< ;. • N E ~ ·' ~ ·' • A N D • 
· u F F E R < K ) N E • I ' ) c· o T o 5 o 
K=II 
IF<LENH . LE.5) GO TO 55 
NEF:F:~ =NERR+ 1 










IFCNU.LT.255.) GO TO 70 
LENH=4 
GO TO 80 
76 
70 LENH=2 






I F ( B U F F E R ( K ) • N E • ' ' • A N II , B U F F E F~ < r;~ ) • N E • '" + " • A N D ., 
1 B U F F E R < I< ) • N E • ' - ' • A N It • B U F F E F~ ( t\ ) • N E • / :f: r • A N D • 
1 B U F FER ( K ) • N E ~ ' / ' • AN II • BUFF E F.: ( r< ) • N E • ·' 1 ' • AND • 
1 .t: U F F E F: ( ~\ ) • N E • ' ' ) G 0 T 0 9 0 
I ~ < LE NH . L E.4 ) GO TO 80 
; cRf.~ = r ERF\t l 
E F~ F' 0 R < N E F: F~ ) = 1 ·~ 
LL =LENH-4 
LE ; H=4 
II= · +LL 
GO TO 8f'l 
L E ~ F: == L EN f: + 1 
K = K+~ 
I ,_ ' B U F FE R ( K ) N E .·· ·' • A N D • I·: U F FEE: ( r;: ) • N E • / + ~ .. A N D • 
1 r: U F FER ( r< ) • N E • _,. - -~ • A N D • E: U F F E R ( t\ ) • N E • / * ~ . AND ~ 
1 f: u F F E F\ ( K ) • N E + / / , + f l N D + r: u F F E F: ( t< ) + N E .. ·' 1 I .. H N [I + 
1 ~· U F F E F' ( K ) • N E • ,· ' ) G 0 T 0 2 0 
~ ~ ~ LE B. LE 6 ) GO TO 5 
E F~ R= EF~R+ 1 
::. ;:;~ F.' D F: ( N E F\ F~ ) = 1 .!., 
LL =LE .: - 6 
L:NB=6 
II=II+L.L 
IF<LEl!B . L E.3 ) LENH=2 
IF 1 LE~B .LE. 6) LENH=4 
'S S=2 
GO TO 80 
30 LE NB =LE NB+l 
t\ =,··+1 
I F < B U F FE F\ < r~ ) • N E .. ' ,. • AND • BUFFER < t~~ ) • N E • ' + ;- • AND • 
1 B u F FE R < K ) • N E • ·• - t • ·AND • B u F F E R t< ) • N E • / * ' . AND • 
1BUFFER ( t\ ) ·.NE. I / 1 .AND. BUFFEF\ K) .NE. /'I • . AND. 
lBUFFERCK>.NE. ~' ~ )GO TO 30 
I F <LENB.LE.16 ) GO TO 15 
NERR=NERR+l 




15 IF<LENB.LE.8) LENH=2 
IF<LEN:t:.GT.8) LENH=4 
NSYS=3 
GO TO 80 
-'l 0 L E f"~ H = L E N H + 1 
K=Ktl 
77 
I F ( B u F F E F~ ( t< ) t ·. E ... I • A N [I • B u F F E r.~ ( t< ) .. N E ~ ·' + ~ ~ A N D ~ 
l B u F F E E: ( t\ ) • ~~ E • ! - I i A N [I • f: u F F E F.: ( K ) ~ N E ~ .• ;f: ·' + A N D .. 
4 B U F F E F\ < K ) • N E " / ·' • ~ N D B U F F E P ( ~< ) i r~ E .. ·' , ~ ~ AND .. 
l BUFFER ( K) + NE . I ! ) GO TO 40 
i~~ ·c=A 
'F(LENH.LE.2; GO TO E:O 
r ' E r;· F~ = N E P F\ + 1 
EF\F;·ClF\ ( NEF:F~) = l4 






I NTEGER ERROR<10) 
78 
BY T E S Y M ( 6 ) , HE X l.,J ( 4 ) , S Y M T ( 1 0 0 , 6 ) ~ T EMF' T < 6 ) r T E r1 F' A ( 4 ) 
BYTE BUFFERC80),SYMA(100,4) 
COM MON /D / BUFFER,SYMA,SYMT/F/IFLAG/L/ERRORrN ERR 
I F < .. LE 2) GO TO 10 
I F < FL ~ G EQ.M ) GO TO 10 
L OOF· = ... 
[10 7C• I I= l ·:M-2 
I f. ( ._ 0 0 f' • E ·~ • 0 ) G 0 T 0 J. 8 0 
Lonr- = o 
1.1 C _ (i 0 I = M- I I - 1 
1 ::- ( s ·._, . I T ( T 1 ) E Q s y M T ( I + 1 , 1 ) ) 1::, 0 T 0 2 0 
r F .: :- ... , r < r , J. > • LT • ~: Y ri T ( r + 1 , 1 ; > Go r o 1 o () 
.~o DL 30 J.J = " ~ t. 
T c: IF' T ( J ._ ) = s y M T ( I ' .._1._1 ) 




T E ' IF ?: ( J j ;. = s y M A ( I ' .._I ._i ;. 
: / M .• ( I , ._i ._1 ;. == :3 Y M A ( I t 1 ~ ._i ._1 ) 
..::..", ..,.,..., , T I; ', E 
LODF' = l 
C:'O TO '"G "• 
2 r) no s ._. , ·· = 2 • 6 
F ( : '!' . . j ( I !"': ) ~ E 0 + s y t) T ( I + 1 ' t~~ ) + A N D + s y M T ( I ' t< ) ... N E + I ·' ) 
1 GO TO 80 
IF SY T ' I, K> .GT.SYMT(I+l,K)) GO TO 60 
GO TO 10 0 
ri 0 C 0 NT I t . :_: E 
1....10 CONTI r~U E 
70 CDNTI'~U E 
1 8 •::. I FLAG=M 
IFCIEFLG.EQ.O) RETURN 













W F: I T E < 7 , 2 1 0 ) Z M ~ II M , EN 




I F ( S Y M ( 1 ) • L T • S Y M T ( r . !t 1 ) ) II M = r~ 
IF<SYM<l>.GT.SYMT(N,1)) ZM=il 
IFcr•N.EQ.N) GO TO 65 
NN=N 
IF<SYM<l>.EQ SYMT(N,l)) GO TO 190 
GO TO 110 





WRITE <, 200) I,SYMCI),SYMT<MM,I) 
IF CI.EQ.7 ) GO TO 160 
79 
I F ' s Y · < I ) • E u ! ·' H r·: D • s Y r1 T ( M M ,. r ' i E Q • ·' ~ > Go T o 1 6 o 
12C IF ( s I M .· I) • NE + S' MT ( MM' I) ) tiM=MM+ 1 
I F ( s ' I ( • ) E [,• + s y M T ( ~·j M ' 1 } + ~' N [I + s y M ( I - 1 ) .. E Q + 
1SY ·· r .; M · ~ I-1) ) GO Tu 130 
I F r S Y . ( I - 1 ) • E G • ~=· ' , M T ( M M ,. I -· 1 ) ) G 0 T 0 1 2 0 
MM= : -1 
1=1 
140 I=I ' 
D W ~· I T E < 7 . 2 0 0 ) I , S Y M ( I ) , S Y M T < M rl , I ) 
lF ' I EQ~7 ) GO TO ~60 
IF(SY, (l) EQ 1 '.ANil.SYMT<MMri).EQ.; 1 ) GO TO 160 
1~~ F CSYM(-J.NE.SYMTCMM,I>> MM=MM-1 
IF( EG.O> GO TO 65 
IFCSYM< ) EQ.SYMTCMM,I>.AND.SYMCI-l).EQ. 
lSYMTCMM,I-1)) GO TO 140 
IFCSYMCI-l).EQ.SYMT<MMrl-1)) GO TO 150 
CO TO t.5 




6J DO 75 KK=1r4 






SUBROUTI NE ERRORS 
IN TEGER ERRORC10) 
COMMO N / L /ERROR,~ERR/M/KWRI 
W F~ I T E ( t< W R I , 3 ) 
80 
3 FORMATC1 X,'***THE ERRORS FOR THE ABOV E STA TMENT 
5 GO TO ( 10 ,2 0 ~: o, 40,50~60,70,80f90~100,110r1 2 0, 
1 13 0 ,1 40r1 5 0r 1 60 ~170,180r190r200,210,220) 
.... · 
3(J 
1 E F: R 0 F~ ~' N E R F~ ) 
F:IT E (K 'RI , :I. 5 ) 
FORriAT ( 1 X, '*** I Nl.JA L I It OF'CDDE * **' ) 
GO TO 2 
W 'IT E ( K .1 F' I 2 5 ) 
F 0 F~ M A T ( j_ :< ' :. '* * S Y M f: 0 L N 0 T F C:r UN It I N ::~ Y h B [I L 
l TABLE* · ·*' ) 
GO 0 2 
·' F~ I T E ( t .. , F: I , 3 5 ) 
F 0 F\ M A ( .. ' ~ ' :t :-f: :* N 0 T 1• .. •1 H L I [I S Y h :t: C) L t. ~:: :~:: ... ) 
GO TO 2 
4 0 W ,.., ~~ T E ( .. · ~ R . , 4 5 ) 
5 F 0 f.~ A T ( >: ' .. * t I N ty.r ~·, L I II US E D F A C CUM U L t.~ T 0 F~ :f: :t * , ) 
GO TO 2 
•=; ..._J W · I T E < r-· W F: I , 5 5 ) 
3 ~) F 0 P ~~A T ( ... .. ..: ~ ' : · :t. ~ I N 1 .t A L I II 0 F' C (l [I E , 1_1 S E (i F A C CUM U L A T 0 F\ 
l OR ADI! 'ESS I · ~G MOD E*** , ) 
GO TO 2 
.. ~ 0 ·· 1 T E ' t~. · F~: I 6 5 ) 
~ :: F 0 F·: t-'1 A T ( 1 X ' * * * C A N N 0 I USE I M ME [I I ~l T E ;.-, l! [IF~ E S S I N G 
l F 0 R T H I S 0 F' C 0 DE ::f: * :* ~ ) 
GO TO 2 
70 WR ITE <KWRI,7 5 ) 
7 5 F 0 F~: M A T ( _ X , ' * * * C ANN 0 T USE D I ~: E C T A I1 [I F.: E S ::; I N G 
1 FOR TH IS OPCODE ***') 
GO TO 2 
:3 0 W R I T E < ~·· W R I , 8 5 ) 
85 F ORM. T ( 1 X, ' ***CANNOT USE INDEX ADDF~ESS I NG 
1 FOR THIS OF'CODE* * * ' ) 
GO TO 2 
9 0 W R 1 T E ( r·· W R I , 9 5 ) 
9 5 FOF\MAT< 1 X, ' ***CANNOT USE RELATIVE ADDRE SS IN G 
1 F 0 R T H I S 0 F' C 0 [IE*** ' ) 
GO TO 2 
81 
WRITE<KWRI,105) 100 
105 FORMAT ( lX' '***CANNOT USE EXTENDED PtfiDF:ESSING 
1 F 0 R T H I S 0 F' C (I II E :~-::*: * ' ) 
:J 1 (' . .... v 
115 
GO TO 2 
W F~ I T E < K: W F\ I !! 11 5 ) 
FORMATC1Xr'***CAN ONLY HAVE CHARACTER OF THE 
1 ASCII CHARACTER SET', 
1/,1X,'WITH HEXADECIMA L VALUE FROM -20 TO 5F***') 
GO TO 2 
120 WRITE<KWRir125) 
..:!5 FORMAT<1Xr '***BRANCH OUT CIF BOUND:t.**') 
GO TO 2 
1 :.. 0 
135 
W F~ I T E < K W R I , 1 3 5 ) 
F 0 R M H T ( 1 X , ' * * * 0 F' E F~ A N [I F I E L [I G F; E {'! T E F.: THAN 
1 ., *' I) 
GO TO 2 
.. .q t) F~ I T E ( ~·-W R I , 1 4 5 ) 
.!.t C" FOF~ MAT ( 1 X, I ***DF'EF.:A ND F I EL [I C3f.~EATEF~ THAN 65535 
1 .- ~ I ) 
0 2 
J 50 E<K RI,155) 
1 !::· 5 F 0 F\' M A T ( ~' , ' .. * * 0 F' E --:~;. ~ ~ D N 0 T DE C I r·i A L r·J U r1 BE F~ * * :+: ' ) 
GO TO 2 
. 6 . I J F~ I T E ( t-:• w F.' I : 1 6 5 ) 
17• I 
..., C" 




W · T E < r·· R I , 1 7 5 ) 
F (I R 11 . T ( 1 X I . ~ *. ~ [f F' E f:~ .. N D N 0 T r: I N A F~ y N u ME-: E F~ l * ;f: I ) 
GO TO 2 
W 'ITE<r·· IRI 185) 
For:;· MAT< 1 x ' ** *D F· E F~r·, N D NoT HEX NUi"fBER*:t:*' > 
GO TO 2 
19~ WRITE<KWRir195) 
7' 5 FORMAT ( 1 X' I ***NO OF'EF~AND*** ,· ) 
GO TO 2 
2 ~ c WRITECKWRIY205> 
2 ~ 5 FORMATC1X,'***COUNT GREATER THAN 255***'> 
GO TO 2 
2.0 WRITE<KWRI,215) 
2 1 5 F 0 F\ MAT ( 1 X ' I ***AD [IF~ E s s GREATER THAN F F F F * * * I ) 
GO TO 2 
220 WRITECKWRir225) 
2 2 5 F 0 R MAT < 1 X r ' * * * S Y M B 0 L A L F\ E AD Y ASS I G NED \...'A L U E 




GO TO 5 
END 
82 
SUF:ROUT I NE F'SYMT ( M) 
BYTE SYMTC100,6),SYMAC100,4)~ BUFFERC80),SYMB<80) 
COMMON / II/BUFFER, SYMA '/ SYr-iT /Mlt<WRI 
L£1 R I T E ( K W R I , 1 0 ) 





:: J F ( M L T • t< K ;. t< -~ = M 
10 5 I= lr 80 
SYM B<I >= 
..: 5 COL T T ~ . li E 
·: 2 'J I I = 1 , 6 
!J =J .... t l 
SY B< 'J) =S Y ·r c I~ ~I ) 
2f• CO T i r UE 
JJ =J J+2 
.JJ = ,_IJ t 
30 
l =,_I ._I+ 2 




I F ( M • E C K t·· ) G 0 T 0 6 0 
t\=KK tt·· 
t\ ~ ·· =KKt5 
WRITE<KWRI,SO> <SYMB( L), L=1,79) 
.J.J=O 
GO TO 50 










I F ( s y M ( I ) • L T • I A I • 0 f;: • s y M ( I ) • G T • I z I ) 
I F ( s y M ( I ) • E Q • I X I • A t·~ [I • s '( M ( I + 1 ) • E (~ + I 
I F < s Y M < I ) E Q • ~ A ,. • A N D • s Y rl < I + 1 ) • E Q • / 
I F ( S Y M ( I ) • E Q • ~ B 1 • A r~ D • S Y M ( I + 1 ) • E C~ y ' 
IF ( SYM (I) • EQ. ·'X I . AND. SYM (I+ 1) • EIJ + ·' 
IF(Sr'M(I) EQ. 'A' .AND.SYM<I+1) .EQ. I 
IF<~YM(I) ~EQ. 'B' .ANit.SYf'-1<I+1) .EQ. I 
10 20 I=2 6 
F(_:j(M(I) .GE. 'O'.AND SYM(I ) .LE. '9') 
IF(S' M<I) .GE. 'A' .1-ir 'D .SYM(I ) .LE. 'Z') 
F ( s y M ( I ) • E Q + I ! ) ' Fo~ E T u f.~ N 
_,o TO 10 










COMMON /D/BUFFER/ L / ERROR~NERR 
I=Itl 
IF<I EQ.80) GO TO 20 
GO 





rF<BUFFER< r) .EQ. ~ ~ .oR.BUFFER< r > .EQ. I 
I=I-1 
RETURN 
20 NERF:=NERR+ 1 




GO TO 1 0 
GO TO 1 0 
GO TO 10 
I ) GO TO 10 
I ~ GO TO 1 (', } 
"' 
I ' GO TO 1 {'\ } ... v 
TO '":.· ,", 
..... " 
TO 20 
i) GO TO 10 
220 
SUE:ROUT I ,~E OF'SCH <OF'S r HEXOF' > 
INTEGER ERROR<lO) 
84 
B Y T E 0 F' T A B ( 1 9 7 ~ 5 ) ~ 0 F' S ( 5 ) 1 0 F' H E X ( 1 9 7 ,. 2 ) ~ HE X 0 F' ( 2 ) 
C 0 M 0 N I G / 0 F' T A f: ~ 0 F' H EX I LIE F~ F~ 0 R ,. N E F~ F: 
W F~ I T E ( 7 ~ 2 0 0 ) 
F 0 F: ' H T r X 1 1 0 F' S C H ,. ) 
W F: I T E ( 7 , 2 2 0 ) < 0 F' S ( L ) 1 L = 1 ., 5 ) 
F 0 F~ M A T t 1 X , 5 A 1 ) 
tO 2 ~ I=l 197 
i F ( 0 F' s ( 1 ) • E Q • [I F' T A f: ( I ~ 1 ) • A N [I T 0 F' s ( 2 ) + E Q 4 (I F' T A B ( I '1 2 ) • A N II ... 
1 0 F' S ( : ) 4 E Q • 0 F' T A B < I ~ 3 ) • AN II • 0 F' ~3 < 4 ) • E Q • 0 F' T A B ( I , 4 ) .. AND • 
1 0 F' S ( 5 ) • E Q 0 F' T A B ( I , 5 ) ) G 0 T 0 3 0 
CO TI LI E 
f.: R = E r:;~ I + 1 
E . R (J F~ ( E F~ F~ I = 5 
H E): . ( ) = ,. 0 I 
HE >: L F' ( 2 ) = ,. 0 ,. 
r.~ E · u f;: ..) 
2 <_ HE. 0 F' 1 , = 0 F' H E X ( I , 1 > 
HE.< D F' ( 2 ;. = 0 F' H E , C I , 2 ) 
.. ' E TUF~ 
E .J I 
SU£-:RO 'ITINE NAM 
B Y T E f: U F FE F: ( 8 0 ) 
COMMON / D/BUFFER/M/KkJF~I 
WRITEC KWRI,10) <BUFFERCK),K=1r80) 










DO 10 I=lr:M 
IF<HEXC( I). EQ. /(:_,/) GO TO ::·o 
WRITEC7,100) CHEXB(J,KK),KK=1,4) 
D 100 F 0 ~· M ~·, T ( 1 X r; 4 I 2 ) 
IF<HEXC<I> .GE. 'A 1 ) J=HEXC(I)-55 
I F ( H E X c:: ( I ) + L E + I 9 / ) ._1 = H E X c ( I ) - 4 E! 




GO TO lO 







SUf:F;~OUT I NE TOCOMF' ( f. IN) 
I NT E G E F: B I r ' ( 1 t. ) 
M=16 
DO 10 I=17M 
IFCBINCI).EQ.O) GO TO 40 
E: IN (I) =0 
GO TO 10 
40 BINCI)=l 
10 CONTINUE 
Do 2 o J = r1 ,. 1 , - 1 
B I N < J ) = E·: I N ( J ) + 1 






S . I f: F~ 0 U T I N E DE C HE X ( N Uri ~ HE X E: ~ r'i ) 
I r ' T E G E F~ E F: R o F: < 1 o ) 
F'EAL NUM, NU Y I{NT 
BYTE HEXF~ < 4) 
COMMON /L/ERROR,NERR 





lC IF<NU.LT.16 ) GO TO 20 
NU=NU-lt. 
~··NT = ~< N T + 1 
GO TO 10 
-:.· r , r F ( rJ u L E ~ ';' ;. H E x F< c M ) = 4 s + N u 
F<NU GE.10) HEXRCM)=55+NU 
M=M-1 
IF CM. EQ.O) EO TO 70 
IF ( ~~N T L T 4 l t. > GO TO 50 
NU=rZ:NT 
t<r~T =O 
GO TO 10 
50 IF <K NT.LE.9) HEXRCM)=48+KNT 
I ~ ( ~ ·~ N T · 2 E 4 l 0 ) HE X F~ ( M ) =55+ f< N T 
.~ C: =M-1 
IF<M.EQ.O) GO TO 70 
HE: r\ ( M ) = ·' 0 / 
GO TO 60 
·.:r, F:ETURN 
8C DO 90 LL=1r4 
HE )• F: ( L L ) = / 0 I 
.0 CONTINUE 
N E F: F: = N E F: R + 1 





[I -::_> .::.0 
..... 
su~:ROU T I NE HEXIt EC ( HEX4 ~ NU, t1;. 
REAL NUM,NU,K 
I . T E G E F~ E F~ f.~ 0 P < 1 0 ) 
f:YTE HEX4(4) 
COMMON /L/ERRORrNERR 
F~ I T E ( 7 , 2 2 n ) 
--o~.~ :AT ( 1 X~ 1 HEXDEC 1 ) 
M=4 
· RITEC7,200) (HEX4(J)r l=1,M) 
i="OF'MAT ( 1 X~ 4?11) 
~U=O 
··= 1 ~....:• 
87 
I F ' H E X ..:.r ( M ) ~ C E .. ,.. 0 ... • ~ N D y H E >< 4 ( t"i ) • L. E .. ... '7' ·' ) G D T 0 2 0 
I F ( H EX 4 ( M ) • L T • .. p .·· ~ iJ R y t-, c >:: 4 ( M ) ~ G -: - -· F I ) G G T D 3 0 
... F ' HE X 4 ( M 1 c· E • ..- ~-~ ' ) N U = H EX A < r•i ) - 55 
~.: 0 · F ( H E X 4 ( ~i ;. L E f ·' ~· ·' ) t·1 U == H EX 4 ( M ) - · 4 8 
u: ... : .... T ::::: ( -;-· , 2 J. G ) 1·-J U 
:-1 ? 0 F C r;: , 1 .. , T ( l >:" " F 1 r·. 2 ) 
1 F ( H E ,:' ""t ( I ) .. c E .. ... 0 ... i A N D T H E >< 4 ( I ) T L E ~ I 7' ... ) G [I T 0 4 0 
-r- ( ' 'E..--.(I ) L . ,. A , +DF:.HEX4(I)+GT ..... F ·.·) GC) TO 30-
1 F -~ r.: E x .c:. •' I :.r c E ·' ,::·, ... > I J u h = ri E >< "i ( 1 > --55 






t: = . ,, 1 6 
CD<T : ~UE 
·. · t.: 1: T c: \ ? , 2 1 o ) r u 
S'E :-URN 




S U B F~ 0 U T I N E 0 C T II E C ( 0 C T C ~ N U ~ t1 ) 







IF<OCTC(M).LT./0 1 .0R.OCTC(M).GT. 1 7/) GO TO 30 
U=OCTC(M)-48 
IO 10 I=M-1,1,-1 












S If: F: 0 U T J ~ ' E B I N II E C ( F: I N ~ M ~ N U ) 
F'Er1L NU . K 
Ir EGER BIN<lb)rERF\0R(10) 
COMMON/L/ERRORrNERR 
RITEC7r200) <BIN(L)rl=1,16) 
F 0 F~ M A T ( 1 X , 1 6 I 2 ) 
K-~ 
IFCBIN<M>.LT.O.OR.BIN<M>.GT.l) GO TO 30 
~ U=BI N < M) 
DO :!.0 I=M-1~1~-1 











: u B F·~ (l u T I N E il E c:: c [! I.,} ( DE c ~ N u ) 
F:EAL NU r r\ 
C: C M r: u r~ / L / E F~ F;: 0 F~ ~ N E f.: F~ 
:...J ""· J. T C: ( 7 1 2 0 c. ) 
F C c:_. t t A T ( l X ~ ... D E C C CJ t~J " ) 
89 
- r .: DE c t M ;. • L T :. ~ o .. "' oF~ • DE c ( h ;. .. G 1 T .. 9 .- ) Go To :.; o 
.- .... . - . 
!_:! r_~ 
• I Li = : : _' + >: :,:: ( 
F'OO'll~OTES 
iRon Bishop, Basic ~icroprocessors and the 6800 (Rochelle 
Park, N. J. s Hayden Book Company, Inc., 1979), p. 72. 
2Motorola, Inc. , M6800 Micro Manual 
Schaumburg, ill.: :Motorola, Inc., 
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